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ABSTRACT

innovative programs and new methods of training for

cross cultural skills in interpersonal interaction are

the focus of this review which provides: (1) a biblio

graphy with 48 abstracts of documents, largely from the

years 1966 to 1968; (2) a topical digest of the main

points node in these documents, elaborated by quotations

from the texts; and (3) an index to documents, or to

sections of documents, which relate to each section of

the review. The review of the literature is contained

under the following headings: The cross cultural train-

ing problem, The need for more effective methods of

cross cultural training, Conditions affecting the design

of cross cultural training programs, Conceptualizing the

training task, and Cross cultural interaction training

methods.
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1. COSS CULTURAL TRAINING PROBLEM

in the Peace Corps, 41 business and industry, in the State De-

partment, AID, the armed forces and in many other agencies, thousands

of Americans are serving abroad in missions where competence In the

field of human relations determines success or failure. Since con-

ventional area studies, lectures, classroom exercises and "how to get

along with" manuals have been ineffective in preparing for these mis-

sions, new methods are being tested to provide quicker, more effective,

and hopefully, more economical training for cross cultural interaction

, skills.

Technical competence, language skills and many other capacities

are always required for effective service overseas and they are, of

course, major components of most training programs for such missions.

Experience has shown, however, that they will be insufficient if com-

munication and rapport cannot be established between the American ad-

visor and the persons he encounters in the foreign culture, though

whom all his contributions must be mediated. In these personal en-
,

counters, subtle but profound culture-rooted differences will invari-

bly intrude, often disruptively, even-when the persons themselves are

motivated by good will and the most earnest intention to be helpful

to each other.

Some of these cultural differences are immediately apparentuin

variations in dress, food, manners and other customs. Others, however,

arise from the depths of national culture or individual personality

and involve non-verbal and even unconscious differences in ways of

thinking, in basic assumptions about life and the world, and in value

systems. They can, and do, leave many dedicated Americans "talking

past" their foreign counterparts in a dismaying, seemingly inexplicable

process which soon leads to culture fatigue, discouragement and retreat

into the "golden ghetto" where only*fellow Americans will be encountered.



Some quotations from the literature may make the general problem

more explicit.

Culture lative. ..."culture shock" was fhr less of a problem
than "culture fatigue," which appears much more gradually. Culture

fhtigue is the physical and emotional exhaustion that almost in-
variably results from the infinite series of minute adjustments re-

quired for long-term survival in an alien culture. Living and work-
zng overseas generally requires that one mat suspend his automatic
evaluations and judgments; that he must supply new interpretations
to seemingly fhmiliar behavior; and that he must demandofhimself
constant alterations in the style and content of his activity. Whe-

ther this process is conscious or unconscious, successful or unsuc-
cessful, it consumes an enormous amount of energy, leaving the in-
dividual decidedly fbtigued. (44, p.48-9)

Cue-twat a menee6. like an Arne/limn mimeo, an Amenican
hay -to dee a 44,tuation n tem6 og his own

pempeetive - a 46et oi asaumptiona and yaw..6 that is taitgety a
pnoduct o4 hia own sub-cattrnat expohwEe. In both bus-twee.6, many
diggicuttce6 can be viewed a6 anitsing pniman-ity gnom the. inconotitieds
in vatae6, betie46, and way6 oi tige which negtect in -tuna di4mence6
in. occupation, -socioeconomic 4tatu4, au2tunae bachgn.ound, on, othevi .
aggitiation gactona. The. disSienenee, og counae, id that the catunat
diggenence6 axe gneaten, and gan. mane peiwasive oven-seao; hence the
okeatex need ion. netevant twining. (13, p.51

Complex relationships. The third consideration, and the most important,
is the psychological evaluation fbr work abroad, which has to differ
considerab4 from selection for work at home. When men have fhiled

overseas, it has rarely been fbund to be due to deficiency in their
professional work. It is nearly always due to a personal difficulty,
such as Zack of ability to adapt to local conditions or inability to
deal with the complicated interpersonal relationships in the foreign

situation. Consequently, greater demands have been made upon the
psychological selection process fbr the foreign situation,and these

are not easy to fulfill. (20, p.Z86)

ConVe..tthg menti.6e6. The enZticat point ZS that th,e4e eito.6.6-euttanat.
6 ae2on a au not og the obviows 4ott, auch as diiieitenee6 oi dite44,
geattote4, on. good which tend -to get emphasized becau4e og thein. exotic
*peat. Ratheit. -they have -to do with Mac auttuAat pttemi4e4 and thought
pattenna wkich penvosivety intnude upon evengday behavioit and yet do 4o

in a 4abtte way that tends to eAcape awaitene64. (13, p.4)
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Non-verbal bekvior. A large portion of the perception of
meaning in human interaction stems from the nonverbal rather
than the verbat portion of such behavior. Batt defines prox-

emics as: ... the study of ways in which man gains knowledge
of the content of other men's ffdnda through judgements of
behavior patterns associated with varying degrees of proximity

to them. These behavior patterns are learned; and:thus they

are not geneticatly determined. But because they are Zearned

(and twAght) largely outside awareness, they are oftentreated
as though they were innate. I have ftund this type ofbehavior
to be highly stereotyped, Zess subject to distortion than con-
sciously controlled behavior and impwitant to individuals in
the judgements they form as to what is taking pZace around them
at any given moment in time.
This area or interest in nonverbat cutturaZZy determined inter-
personal communication has been Zabeled paracommunication or
paralanguage. (6, p.5)

Emationat muActe. The puxposes oi cum-cuttuliaL twining ate

to: (1) devetop in the Atudent mote independence oi extewat
4outee4 oi decision, inioxmation pkobtem deiinition, and mo-

tivation; (2) devetop in the Atudemt the "emotionae muscle"
tequited to deal comstwetivety with the a:tong ieetingA which
ate mattd by conigiot and conitontation o Vatlia and attitude6;

(3) enahte him t4 make choicos and comnittmenta to actimmin
44tuation4 o6 AtxeAA and uncettainty; and (4) encoutage him to
use his own and Ohm ieet2ng4, attitudes, and.vatms ad in,

oprati_Dinin deiining and Aotving human pxobLems. (24, p.41/1"

Retevance to Domeotie Ptognama oi Adult Education

Though this review may be useful as a, guide to recent publications

for the specialitt in cross cultural training, it is primarily intended

for the researcher and program planner in the general field of idult

education, for I believe that the research and development rapidly accu-

mulating in this area has pertinence and innumerable potential applica

tions in adult education programs for the poor and culturally deprived

segments of our own population, in community development, in residential

education and many other parts of the field. Consider, for example,the

kind of programs which may be implied by this simple statement from the

report of the President's Commission on Civil Disorders.



"Lkatument" or discowetesy may not be the result of malicious or
discriminatory intent of police officers. Arany officers simply fail
to understad the egects of their actions because of their limited
knowledge of the Negro comunity. Calling allegro teenager by his
first name may arouse resentment because many whites still refuse
to extend to adult Negroes the courtesy of the tit/a, "tih:stem." A
patrolman may take the arm of a person he is leading to the police
car. Aregrvee are more likely to resent this than whites because
the action implies that they are on the verge of flight and may de-
grade them in the eyes of friends or onlookers.

Or, from another source:

Fol. the (Akan &atm, swat. VvLng may be at-Lev membem oi
the middte du's, expeninece Wt.'s the poox, angity, and the. dia-
advantaged rowv.Pea /teat coneconta.tion.

Or, consider the growing impatience of young adults with traditional

eduCational methods:

There is a:hunger f'or educational experiences which involve the
whole permron, which get to the "heart ofthe matter," which seer
to have a, more,direct connection with Kfe as it is lived in our
relativistic, kinetic, peripatetic, crisis ridden society.

The experiments with videotape self confrontation, programmed in-

struction "Culture Assimilator," on-site simmlated environments and other

techniques being developed in Peace Corps, military and other cross cul-

tural programs may have direct relevance in Programs for training police

and correctional personnel, community action workers, and others whose

effectiveness will depend on achieving a degree of cultural empathy with

disadvantaged Americans.

Stepa in the ReaeaAch and Development Pueeesa

.Useful as the new methods aad techniques may be in adult education,

however, the general mode of research attack on the cross cultural training

problem may be equally instructive.

NI. *II IN.., OINK



In our adult basic education programs, in vocational training for

the disadvantaged and in other programs of urgent social priority, we

are dismayed to find, just as the cross cultural trainers did, that our

usual methods, however reinvigorated, simply do not work very well. We

may be driven back, as they were, to study the problem more closely and

to re-examine the knowledge masses in education and the behavioral sci-

ences which underlie our adult education practices, before we, finally,

emerge with the new methods effective to our present purpose.

It seems to me that we are, in fact, in many parts of adult educa-

tion going through an analogous period of turbulent confrontation of new

problems which lay fearful demands on our customary, comfortable ways of

organizing and guiding adult learning. These challenges are most salient

in our work with disadvantaged Americans, but are by no means confined to

that area. Consider, for example, the remarkable demand from business,

industry, technology and the professions for programs to up-grade skills

on an almost continuing basis and in a spirit close to emergency. We

are locked in engagement with many such new needs for education and train-

ing of adults from which there can be no retreat based on lack of re-

sources, for these are being provided in radically increased spending for

these purposes.

We may, therefore, find it interesting and instructive to observe

how the confrontation process evolved in response to the similar neeo to

improve training programs for cross cultural interaction. Though not

surveyed explicitly in any particular document, the stages of the process

can easily be re-constructed by anyone who reviews the literature of re-

cent years.

I. Recognition of the problem and efforts to adjust traditional

methods, e.g., to make lectures on human relations and cultural

differences longer or more lively, to spend more time on this

aspect of training, to find better trainers or to stress its ur-

gency. "Everything in this handbook is as tactical as an top plant

or the manual on the Marine Rifle Squad," says the introduction to

a Navy handbook on how to get along with the Vietnamese.

,IIapaNOVIMI14
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2. Recognition of failure. The authors seem in agreement that

these adjustment efforts, howover worthy, have not been adequate

and that some drastically new training methods must be developed.

3. Renewed, closer examination of the problem. The cross cultural

trainers have diligently collected thousands of particular examples

of personal interaction which seemed critical in the success of for-

eign missions. These.were examined, classified and studied to dis-

cern their common elements in order better to understand the exact

nature of the training problem.

4. Efforts to conceptualize the problem and to find an analytical

framework which would allow recourse to relevant basic research in

the behavioral sciences. This led, for example, to a review on the

.
role differentiation process in differing cultures and to a revival

of interest in paralanguaoe and non-verbal communication.

5. Review of educational methods which have proved effective i

similar situations. Some experts judged that thn r nss cultural

training problem may be best attacked through som- Jrm of role

playing or simulation; others judged that experience-based human

relations methods would be useful. Thus, we find in the litera-

ture some excellent basic reviews in these areas prepared with a

view to applying these methods to the interaction training problems.

6, Experimehtation and program development. New training techniques

are now beiLg tested using programmed instruction, videotape simLia-

tion exercises and other techniques with actual critical incidents

collected from field experience as the program content.

I believe adult educators will be quick to adapt some of the techni-

ques to similar cross cultural training problems we encounter in preParing

leaders for work with the disadvantaged, in programs for re-establishing

contact with the younaer generation whose basic assumptions and modes of

thinking sometimes seem as mystifying as those of any fóreigner, and in

reny other programs outside our traditional province of intellectually

oriented education for middle class clienteles.

6



And the general process the cross cultural trainers have followed

may be a model for the large scale reassessment and revamping of adult

education practice required if we are to break open new programs and

new methods for bringing large numbers of poor, isolated and often re-

sentful citizens into a fully functioning relationship with a modern,

urban, industrial society. Our experience thus far in large scale pro-

grams of vocational training and adult basic education has shown how

inadequate our present methods are and how engulfing are the educational

problems of the culturally isolated. Still confident that adult educa-

tion is a curative solution to these problems, we are now in stages two

and three of the reassessment process-sober recognition of the inadequacy

of present methods and closer examination of the exact nature of the

eaucational problems of various culturally deprived groups. If the ex-

perience of the cross cultural trainers is a guide, we may still have

much work and study to do before the most effective new methods of re-

medial education emerge.

Watme and Punpoise. oi the Review

Innovative programs and new methods of training for cross cultural

skills in interpersonal interaction are the focus of this review, which

provides: (I) a bibliography with abstracts of documents, largely

from the years 1966 to 196b; (2) a topical digest of the main points

made in these documents, elaborated by quotations from the texts; and

(3) an index to documents, or to sections of documents, which relate

to each section of the review. Many topics tangential to the focus on

problems and methods of training, emerge in the documents, but receive

only cursory treatment in the digest. This is not a general review of

literature about the Peace Corps, or conventional area studies, or pro-

grams for exchange of persons, or language training, though all of

these topics appear as they relate to training for interaction skills.

Adult educators will note that the nesearch and development reviewed

here represents another contribution to our field by our "invisible

colleagues," In this case the psychologists, military officers, uni-

versity faculty members and others, who, quite unaware that they are

0.101
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contributing to adult education, have added to the growing body of ex-

perience and tested knowledge which underlies adult education practice.

All of the documents reviewed have been located by using the re-

sources of the growing network of the Educational Resources Information

Center (ERIC) and all have come routinely into the files of the ERIC

Clearinghouse on Adult Education at Syracuse Univer9ity. Most of the

documents which are not available in standard published sources, may be

obtained through ERIC or other sources in microfiche or hardcopy repro-

duction. A notice on availability precedes the bibliography.

For the general adult educator who wishes to keep up with research

and development in the area of training for cross cultural interaction

skills, this digest should provide an adequate condensation of the in-

tellectual content of the documents, and, if he sees sonething of great

. interest or with potential application in his own work, the index will

guide him directly to the documents he needsfor further exploration.

A terse running summary of the main points made in the 48 documents

appears in this typeface double-spaced. Quotations from the teXts elab-

orate these points. They are single-spaced and in two different typefaces,

with sources identified by item.number of the document in the bibliography

and to the pages. in various sections, item numbers from the bibliography

are inserted to indicate documents dealing explicitly with the topic sum-

marized in that section.

8



11. THE NEED FOR MORE EFFECTIVE METHODS OF CROSS CULTURAL TRAINING

The number of Americans serving overseas in missions requiring

effective personal communication has drastically increased in recent

years and the urgency of the missions, especially those related to the

Vietnam war, has mounted to crisis pror--tion. Failures, esPecially

those dramatic incidents of the "ugly American" type, have led to gen-

eral recognition that conventional training programs were not effective.

Inciteased citoss-cuttviat contacts. The Pt.equency oi eitoss-cuttw:.-
at contacts has inaecused in the modan contd. Mutaat economic
and mi.Utaluj assistance. 602:leen nations, Alte work oi inteitnationat
onganizations, and intanataation. (16 tair.ge coomations have Led
to counteess occasions in which peopte oi cuttuut back-
ytounds have to wolt.k togaheit, to negotiate, cot to inteiract tn
some otheil. way. It has been neeognized that a task pvtio.med
a Ch.0.64-Cattita <situation Ls tikay to pftesent mme dialoutties
than when the same task ib entitusted to a. catteuttey homogeneous
gitoup. It is not suoriLsing, the/mime, that the probtem oi how
to titaixpeopte to inteitaet eigeetivety ath peopteo6 anothet
eattane has become impotant amd mgent. (12, p.2)

Need for rovid training. Various government agencies and research
organizations were visited and weee asked what problems aZZ have
in connon when they prepare Americans for contact and work with
native personnel overseas. Our survey asked each agency for the
goals of their culture-training programs the kinds of things taught,
the methods used, and the problems faced by the training groups in
achieving their aims. Two general findings came out of the survey:
First, there is a definite requirement for rapid and effective
training in cross-cultural skills. "Ugly Americoxe incidents con-
tinue to damage American prestige and the U.S. image abroad. Cur-
rent programs of intelligence briefings, remote area orientaticms
(old lectures on customs and habits are inadequate and sometimes
cause more haem than good. In shart, knowing what to do is not
equivalent to doing what you know. Giving a man a lecture on do's
and don'ts in a foreign country is equivalent to giving him a lec-
ture an how to fly the B-52; in each case he might easily get a
passing grade on a wiitten test but his actual performance would
be unacceptable. (23, p.3)

9



Baoineoo and Induotny

As American business becomes ever more international in operation

and perspective, executives and other workers must be trained for over-

seas duty.

'Raining -intennationat executives. In the tatoces.s oi Aetting up
Ovenoems openationo, c.ompanies am. fi.nding that intennationat
buoineAo hao unique chanacteniotico. It 4 anuauarety comptex and
diveme. becauoe oi the wide name o6 di66enence6 in patititat,
eattume, and economic. conditions. It io atoo highty dynamic and,
a.t ptesent, uniamitian -to many companies. 06 the. paitticipan.ts in
thio ounvey, apptoxima.tety one-thind o6 150 majon conponationo-
headquantvted n mane than 20 countnieo - conoiden themselves new-
comeito to intemationat.

Sevenat 6act6 Aeon appanent: (1) Intanationat management ne-
va/Leo executiveo atith zpeelat abitities. (2) QuaNied ôvWt-
national enelltiVed have. been - and ptobabtg win con.tinae. to be.-
zeakee. (3) //any companies ane mane o6 .0.14 zhontege, but &Iv
oi them have iteaotved the wtobtem. (4) Intennationai execativez
undoubteelty wite azzume a one impontant note in At &atom. (2,
ionewcoul)

Need for training prograns. There are close to a million American
businessmen and their families living abroad, caul probably two hun-
dred thousand of them are actually engaged in business. The nwnber
is increasing all the time and they camy on a large nwnber of pro-
jects. American industries in amacas, Venezuela, for exatrple,
have a budget of $600,000 each year for educational, actistic, and
relaed prograns. The Institute of International Education in a
census found that ninety-seven American corporations brought to this
country 4,800 trainees in a single year.

The author's worldwide survey found litt/e use of formal systems,
rigid procedures, 02' extensive papervork in connection with the
development of international executives. Indeed, the majority of the
international firms conzulted do not have coy well-defined plans for
international development (in contrast to their thorough plans for
executive development in the domestic operations) and have not named
any specific executive or group to make such plans. (2, p.43)

SEE: 2;26;45

10
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AID and Othex Fedeira Agencies

Technical assistance and other foreign aid programs have become

an important instrument of American foreign policy.

Cutturtecomtaeta4 tic . The. appointment o6 an A6424-
tata Sectetaty o6 on nal and Cato Ita AlcilaihA and
the. changes in, the policies and opetation4 that tate 6fow ilcom
that appoiAtment, xegect a majox depaxturte a the 6olunutation
and the conduct o6 Ametican 6oneign policy. Educational and
catImat activities axe now .set lioAtAL as a majoIL instalment oi

iateign policy, to be joined with potitieae and economic ae-
tivities lit 4tataining and dixecting the pozition o6 the. United
States in icoolted aaaiu. (9, p.3371

Predicting successful adjustment. Although it is gradually be-
coming possible to make more reliable predictions concerning
probable success dr failure abroad, a great deal more research
is needed in this regard. It is still far from easy to evaluate
human beings in terms of their future reactions. There is much
to indicate that a person who has successfully done a technical
or professional job at home will not necvssarily be able to do
a simikr good job at the same work in a different catmnai
situation. (29, 20, pa86-7)

SEE: 9;32;33;35;45;47

veace Coos

The Peace Corps has required large scale, costly, and rapid

ITaining.

In Pitogxam Yeax 1965, the Peace Caps twined in 58 diiiettent
univasities and with seveitall non-academit. oftgaiization4. The
wave Peace. Caps braining progxam undex contiutct tasted
approximately 11 weeks and cost $2,354 pex titainee. In an
attempt .to ptovide mote. meaningiut and &mastic titaining Sox
1966-67, sevezaf new elements have been added which will a-
muse the. Length o6 braining to 12 weeks and enxith the. titan-
ing cumicaum. Gneateit numbexs oi xetuxned Volunteexs and
ove,tseas .6t.466 mernbms wLU be taut. New and mote intensive
tanguage .technittes have. been developed, moving ta.nguage titan-
ing up to appxoximate,ey 1/3 o6 the. .total houito in the aveitage
training pxogxam. New mate/fiat ctnd ae .studi.es blued on

II



VotantevL expehlence ate being developed; the 4tai6-tita2nee /tato
ha-5 been ineitea4ed; the amowvt o6 time dedicated -to ptactice teach-
ing and iLe2d tuining eitheit. ,in the U.S. oft. in Canada, Mexico ort,
Pueitto lUco has been A:nakeased and the amount oi twining -in the
host count/1y has also inaeased.

AU o6 the,se developments have /wised the eztitnated cast nex titainee
in 1966-67 to $2,612. (35, p.52)

SEE: 3;15;34;37;38;44;45

Mi Liturty PItogitams

Military operations have changed drastically in the Vietnam war,

where soldiers trained to fight are diverted in large numbers to paci

fication and other programs of advising or training the Vietnamese.

Non-shooting warfare. One of the "limits" in future limited war
is that the U.S. soldier or airman, trained for everything fran
hand-to-haxd canbat to sophisticated, canputerized cartnand-and-
control, will be prohibited from firing at aZZ. He Win be sent
to another cuZture as a guide, instructor, trainer, and advisor.
Many special training problems (as well as selection difficulties)
arise in this context. Perhaps there is negative traisfer when
you train a man to be an excellent fighter or an expert in napalm
bombing then frustrate him with a civic action assignment as a
teacher. (23, p.4)

Weitarty note in development. The cot/att./Let-Lye /tole in national
development passibte to a nation's miUtartY establishment ZS not
gewtatly tealized. To be &az the mil-item but/Lament, is not
ptopeitty otiented, can, be a negLtive ioltee in society, chwtacten-
ized by astalde authonitcatiani6m. Pa/Wally as an inhaent ieatuite
and inaeasingty by design the Wataity kszistance PrLognam con-
titibutes to an entightened, talitalu; attitude and to the note that
the mititafty 4-Valeta/Le p&p in xespeet to poUtitat, economic,
and social pitogness, palatal-fatty in. the Less-developed ateas oi
the Lae woad. Thme is an inciteasing =menus that maitalty
and economic azzi.stance alLe intelLdepencknt vartiables and not necess-
ozily atteitnatives. (9, p.158)

Diversity of missions. The technical advisor overseas for short
duration missions is faced with monwnental problems, not the least
of which involves effective interpersonal relations with those
foreign nationals with whom he deals. The Air Force Mobile Training
Tean mission is to respond to raquests for technical training from
other cozaztries. This mission requirement makes necessary close,
frequent face-to-face contact between Americans and their counter-
parts. The American and native personnel typically involved in &TT
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work represent quite homogeneous samples from their respective
cultures and thus the problem of providing training for the
Americans are reduced according to individual mriability. This
comparison concerns the problems faced in training individuals
for the Peace Corps or for the Foreign Service (7, p.1)

.§Mlo,vatueAatte. The instAucton/technicat advton is in-
tho'v,,iontinuous contact with a counteApot
another!. countny OA a speaged tength .26 time and has expticit
ends to accomplish duAing this pettod. A band type o6 assign-
ment iat Ametican miettany pa6onne2 Ls VW tit Vietnam. Tha
type oi agnment id quite simitan to that o6 the Koirean conitict
and eatainaspeeta o Woad Wa4 11. The type .26 training and
p4epa4ation .26 Amexteanz 04 the pot kind .26 assignment is con-
ducted by such agencies as the Foneign SeAvice Institute and On
the thind kind thnough nonmat combat neadinea4 mit/tam pnocedunes.
The Aecond type oL assignmantiz one o6 vitat impo4tanee and &e-
quines the gneateztseitutiny; OA upon the pazonnee acting as in-
4tucto46 and advisoAs iatea the heavy Azaponsibitity o6 establish-
ing strong, productive bonds o6 i4iend6hip and communicatim4
date at the same time inerteasing the technicaeskite o6 peopte
ium the zo-eaeted waging eount4ie6. Thi4 is the battteiietd
upon which the vatues oi tilexty, totenance, and zeti-improvement

puetieed. They must be puetieed tote. (6, p.1)

SEE: 7;23;27;29;45

Votunt4Ay Organizations asaion4

Hundreds of voluntary agencies support community development and

other work in foreign countries. The pioneers in this type of activity,

the missionaries of the various church denominations, are still active

in many parts of the world.

&le of voluntary organizations. In a free society such as ours,
private institutions, foundations, the Institute of International
Education and its sistar organizations, andprivate business have
a very &portant role to picy in cultural aid to underdeveloped
countries.

There is no single institution in this group that is predondnant
as is the government. But in the aggregate, these institutions
have considerable influence, and it is important that ve under-
atm& the nature of this influence and the methods by which it
is exerted. (9, p.285)



Missionaay movement. Amekican Aetigious oaganizations have, o4
comae, been actwe abAzad 4ox at tout 150 yeaAs. Atthough the&
pAimaay putpose has been to spnead Chaistiamity in non-Chaistian
coumtAies, they have eatabtished schoots, cables, and ho4pi4.426.
In aetentyeau, these nassionaAy activities, which au patt oi
AMMiCeh outtmat Attatioms, have/matey become 2aAge-4eate. A
1954 upokt made to the House o4 Repusentatives showed that Oath-
otie, Paotestamt, amd Jewish ownizations weae then contaibutimg
oven $120 million to pug/cams oi a. tethnicat assistance natuae.
Today the estimated conttibution o4 att pnivate nonpao4it own&
zationa is close to $200 mittion. This exceeds the totat spent by
the United States Goveknment on this type o4 activity. Thene ate
atso estimuted to be iota times as many Ameaicans abacad caAayimg
om.technicat assistance activities on.pAivate &Inds (some )umnty
thousand) as therm axe on goveanment 'lands. (9, p.290)

SEE: 45

Univeuitizs

Universities in the post war period, in addition to providing train-

ing for other agencies, have developed their own foreign assistance pro-

grams which they directly administer, often in cooperation with counter-

part institutions in the foreign country.

SEE: 8;45
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111. CONDITIONS AFFECTING THE DESIGN OF CROSS CULTURAL TRAINING

PROGRAMS

Much has been learned by the cross cultural trainers in recent

years from the concerted attack on the multitude of problems which

arise when programs must be developed in haste (with a general air of

emergency) and in areas where past experience is a poor guide to ac-

tion. Analagous conditions increasingly prevail in programs of adult

basic education, in MDTA training, in the new Community Education pro-

grams sponsored by Title 1 of the Higher Education Act and in other

program planning situations.

Divvae Ob jective6

Since cross cultural assignments take so many persons to so many

different cultures for such varying purposes, the problems of inter-

personal communication trainees may encounter in the field seem almost

infinitely varied. The concepts of "culture shock" and "culture fat-

igue", constantly invoked in the literature, cover a variety of emotion

laden challenges, each involving a particular problem of particular

persons in a particular context. A random assortment from the plethora

of anecdotal accounts, stories and critical incidents in the literature

may illustrate this diversity. Some of the incidents involve foreign-

ers in the United States, since these are thought to be particularly

instructive.

Culture identity. The very term "American" created confusion for
some trainees. They had been accustomed to identifying themselves
as Americans (in contrast with the members e groups outside the
United States). But what does one a2ZZ himself in contrast with
American Indians? Some trainees experimented with the term "non-
Indian," theryby assuming an implicitly inferior status. Some
experimented with the term "whites," but this termseemed too
general. Some tried the term "White American," but this term
left out Negro trainees. The process was noticeably disrupting.
Trainees lecained that one's identity is shaken when one begins

15



tampering with something seemingly so slight as the Zabel of one's
group memberships. (213 p.8-9)

Food customs. I WAS aiected a. liate by constipation. I think
it Z6 because og the tack o6 spices in the 6ocd. Vent/ ogten at
home we get_ in contact with spices and we. need U. One og the.
things which we pait.ticataltty appteaated was the chance. to have
an Indian dinneft ai.te)t. about 14 days in the St a t. e 4. We. had not
had any paitticatax kin.d og Indian good untie this, and litis we
liked vyty mach. (31, p.19)

In the course of research in the Northern Province of
'Sierea Leone, *I repeatedly encounterod the belief, most often
among.literaU Africans who had littte or no direct contact with
the Peace Corps, that the Volunteers were actually spies from the
naocolonidaist in the United States, which coveted the wealth of
Sierra Leone. Some Africans thought it outrageous that their
government was paying living allowances to American spies who
taught school and worked in other government departments as a
cover-up for their sinister activities. Sierra Leone, of course,
does not pay the living allowances of the Corpsmen, but it is
hard to convince some Sierra Leoneans of this. (44, p.179)

I had sore intuteating and shocking e.xpeence.6 bt Chica-
was iLetuaning to the Chicago Univemity whme I wa4 staying

-- the time uus about 8:30. I thought that I must get out og the
Pain one station ahead and watk a4ound to <see the city att atone.
I was waning and waking and waking. Agten some. time I thought
that I must ask the way back to Chicago W2ve/W:4 and I asked a.
man the way ion Intunationat Howse.. Then he toed me that "it is
bettvt. 15o4 you. to ftetwut, I do not know the way. This A2 not the
gam OA. you to week ate atone." I got a Litt& scaited, I walked
back, came to anotheit ptace whem. I 4au a. young tady. I asked heA
the way to Intanationat House and the asked me whethert. 1 was gum
Pakistan. I tad heit that I am gum India.. She teed me how "tny
sista may know the my, and you. may come into the house," and 4he
made a.n attitude. to giAt with me. I got absafatety navou4. I
totd heit. I would "just go to the othett. inteirseetion and ask some
othe.t peopte itathek than come into youit. house." At once I waved
to the next cab, taxi coming on, and got into the cab and eacape.d
inom the ptace and came to the Intefotationat House. In the twin
also I <saw a man who was ab<sotatety dunk, 4ta.nding thme dancing
with a bottle in his hand; and even though theit.e tort4 a sign in the
titain that no smoking was at-towed he was smoking and da.neing and
st.apping me on the back. Theite also I got neAvoas. (31, p.11-18)

Personal values. Philippine social interaction is, to an impres-
sive degree, based on wlutthe Volunteers later came to call "S1R,"

or "smooth interpersonal relationships." Under such conditions,
"Just be perfectly frank," however pleasing it might have been to
the American individual, was a devastating bit of advice. (44, p.29)

1 6
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The "thZAd" euttuAe. ... the ta6k oi ga4ming euttuAat ptoiici-
eney 44 itvithek comptieattd when a ".thitd" clettme muzt at4o be
teaAned. Thi6 44 the euttuu boAAowed, with adap.tation4, ikon!
the PAW. EllitOpean eatOnia Alden. Among OWL thitteen coumtA.-
ies, theu aAe onty thitee whet& this AA Ka: a pubtem: the
Ph4244opirm4, Thaitand, amd Aighaniztan. Genetatty speaking, the
PCV must concenttate hi6 eneAgies on thi4 thiAd catuu 64A4t,
AatheA than on the indigenows catute, ix good paAt because-the
thixd euttuftis cited to a 4ignigeant extent by the patiticat,
goveAmmentue, and admini4tAatiVe eate. In iota oi the ten ex-
catoniae case6, teanning the thiAd catute entaits knowing a
EuAopean tanguage that 12 oiten new to the PCV. Thus Spanish
44 nece6.6aty on Votuntem in PeAu and Bolivia, and Punch 6oA
Tuni44a and Monaco; and in the £onmet Italian pottion oi So-
malia P06 iind velLy weime any iacitity they might devetop in
Italian. This extrua ttaAang buAden adds heavityta the
cuftg o6 gailting ptoiliaency in the "home" tamguage and acetate
o t1zc tocat.pieopte. The pubtem id empounded even iuAtheA
whete membet6 o6 the etite &Leh a6 the Spani6k 4pea1Wu Au

Peta - tend to took damn on that compatitiot6 wha ate abte to
4peak onty the indigenous tongue. (44, p.307)

Cleanliness. Americans frequently become obsessed with clean-
liness, finding everything dirty and unfit for use. Interest-
ingly enough, the tendency to see the new environment and its
people as filthy is a common feature of culture shock. The
Middle-Easterner considers as dirty the American habit of
wearing street shoes in the home (e4ecially uhen young chil-
dren are playing about on the rug), OUP rather sketchy habits
of washing after the use ofthe toilet, and finally, arm-pit
commerctals on TV make the Middle &sterner turn iZZ. (23, p.6)

Unptedietabitity

The intrusion of fortuitous events beyond anyone's control further

complicates many foreign missions, leading, unless the trainee is pro-

perly prepared, to frustration, retreat and resentment. A random sel-

ection of section headings from a report of Peace Corps experience in

thirteen countries may illustrate this:

politica tioting; opposition pumn the expatkiate6; aAmfd te-

vot.1 &Utah cotoniat hetitage; cla4.16 and exput4ion at Vicoa;
intemationat politics intudea; uhiattmmatz timing; the ctisis;
votunteem ate expelled.
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Natuu and Motive 06 TkaineeS

The age, background, expectations and motives of the trainees

affect the training program, especially when they conflict with the

purposes of the trainer or the inherent requirements of the cross

cultural assignments. Despite all efforts to improve selection poli-

cies, these problems remtin. Dedication to hard work and favorable

attitudes toward the host culture appear to improve both training and

performance.

18

"Barring" orientation. The opportunity to help is one cithe
strongest appeals of the Peace Corps, andproperly so. At the
same time, it is one of the greatestperits. Indeed, the Volun-
teer's helping relationship is in some ways more difficult than
the psychotherapist's. The latter usually enjoys the advantage
that his patient has come to him and requested help. By contrast,
the Peace Corps Volunteer is dealing with schooZ teachers who us-
ually have not asked for his heZp; the asking was done for them
by officials often far removed from or even unknown to them. In-

deed, many Philippine school teachers do not feel that they need
help. (44, p.31)

Widow*. The ehiei conthAbuting iaetox to the 4ueee64e4 which
expenienced in the eaty tuining pAognana C444 the quatity

oi the Peace C404 tAainee6. ffighty motivated and exttemety eageft

to teatn, the trtaineea we/Le witting to do the haul kw& demanded
by the intenaive, aeceteltato.d edueationat pitogum. (31, p.34)

Alley oats or tame tabbies? The decision to entice student "act-
ivists" to join the Peace Corps uas a 'Ugh-risk-high-gain" kind
of decision, even as it has since bsen modified. Nowadays, the
Peace Corps seems to be saying, 'When we go out on the porch and
whistle we're hoping that a few alley cats will enter the door
along uith the tame tabbies who have been shooing up."

Now alley cats can be di,fficult to handle: irreverent, often
outspoken, hostile to the Establishment and sometimes just about
everything else, at war with the world, they are more inclinad
to sit on the back fence and yowl than to curZ up on the sofa
and purr. But there is aZZ that energy. . . (25, p.30)
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Attitude &we:Ad hast cuttuae. Lt waz Sound that zubjeetz with
a pasi,tive attitude tounitd culltaie "X" displayed a higheA. /tate.
oS tea/wing (index zeeS-conPtontation than did hubje.c.ts with
tewtt4 OiL negat2ve -attitude6. White thi.s Siading .1.6 an batia2
one and mat be intopiteted with civte, it may indicate t.hat at-
titude aetz heite a6 a motivational voiabte, and that the. pasi-
-aye attitude. Auk/ea!, actually tilled hada. Altonatively, a
pasitive attitude. may have. aduced the clizeomicott 06 a &fiat
intemation with a Attange.A. Sum anotho cuttwte.; the. negative
and neutnat attitude gitoup4 may have expeiuleneed malice tenzion
and anxiety, which hampoed than pvtiotnane.ez 4.eightey.
15, p.35)

A.a. Age was also a concern of these executives. In the com-

panies that participated, the optimal age for a man's first
assignment abroad is about 35 yeca.s. According to one partici-

pant, this makes it possible for on executive to have ten yecws
of postgraduate averience - a reasonable period of time for him

to become mature, learn the company's policies and practices,
gain flexibility, and become seasoned in the practice of manage-
ment (provided that his conpany has an executive developmea

program). (2, p.70)

"To help othut people." To azzezz the degtee oi congituence be-
tween .Vze goal4 of the candidate6 and thoze off the titaineith,
(Linea wir.e. asked, when they waived, why they had vat:intuited
Solt the. Peace. Coitp6. The. majon motivation exptezzed waz "to
help otheit. peopee. ' Thiz motive. Site.quentey an ph/Lazed in teltms
coi improving living condi-Vona, but hornet-One-6 wa6 ztated as help-
ing otAem to hetp themeevez. The next mozt i/Lequendy expLeaz-
ed motivation wa.4 "to help my eountity." Th44 motive. waz phiuzzed
often in the. a6k-not ticadition; i.e., "A6k not what yoult countity
can do Sot you. but what you. au' do Solt yowl. countty. The. thiltd
mast Sitequentey expozzed motivation eonconed the dezilLe to make.
home. contitibution towatul impfroving intonational ne2ati.on4: i.e.,
towattd zezing the Peace Coitph az a 4ignificant pot oi United
Stem' Sonesgn policy and as having 4ome potential Sox >tatty:nig
wafted tensiona. (21, p.6)

Conflict of goals. The great majority of motives expressed by

trainees for joining the Peace Corps were outerfocused or non-

self-focused. Even the self-related goals tended to be stated

in terms of career and acccmplislvnent, with less than 20 per

cent of the assignees stating any form of self-development as one

of their goals.

Given this tendency for trainees to be nonself-focused, how could

ane expect to achieve any mutuality of goats when the trainers'

goals were so ciecaly focused on increasing self-awareness?

(21, p.6)
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Family adjuztment. Agencie4 which <send emptoyeez abaoad tend

z cons44en the iwzpeetive applicant and his iamity

az a unit and tny to deteamine not oney the mai7 bat the

wite'a and the tiamLey'z xeadinezz ion Vie andimak ovemea6.
NEWEwadz o6 one Fateign. Seavice o66iceA, "The adjuztment

and Amining Lox oveAzeaz ioa wivez az .imFontart az the

adjuztment and taaining o6 the men. I have zeen men oveaseas,

doing tate at theVt johs, become unhappy and dizzatAziied be-

wade theaativez became d.izzatiziied." (19 S 20, p.168)

Viiiicutty oi Evatuation

Lack of criteria for adequate performance and means of measuring

performance in the field makes objective evaluation of cross cultural

training programs difficult. Distance, the transitory nature of the

projects and other practical problems make even routine subjective

feedback difficult.

20

Lack of objective criteria. In all training techniques presently

in use for overseas assigranent prepar-ation, there exists no thor-

ough-going objective criteria for assessing the effectiveness of
performcmce in cross-cultural settings. The nature of such posi-

tions as high-level dipkmatic staff, etc., make such identifi-

cation of training requirements or criteria difficult at best,

and at worst, nearly impossible. However, much of the work under-

taken by Americans overseas has an identifiable end and time span.

This is particulcaly true of a certain type cf military mission,

Mobile Training Teams. (6, p.6)

Peace Coos effectivenes.s. An evaluation oi the quaUty o6 the

tica.ining ptognams duangthe giat two yeait4 o6 the Peace Co Ito
.should tyitzt /record that Lou& thowsand Vatuntems tame, n. 6aet,
&mined Lot civeitzeaz zettv-ice, and the A/twat acuceez that they

gene/catty did 6unc.tivn eitcerstivety. (37, p.34)

Traditional tests of ZittZe value. The results of this study tend
to validate Smith's and Stein's work with tke Peace Corps, showing

that the evaluation by faculty or staff of trainees in a passive

academic situation has little or no relevance to performcmce in a

rural foreign area. Also, traditional personality and interest
tests have little, if ony, predictive validity. Values,attitudes,

self-image and orientation to the future seem to be more predic-
tive, but the values and attitudes owe not always the ones theory

might lead us to expect. A cosmopolitan, charge-oriented career-
minded, slightly-rebellious personality and character would seem
to perform best in rural areas. (47, p19)



The documents reviewed contain only one evaluation study based

on observations of subsequent performance in the field, but it is

an interesting one. Using the Activities Index and the College

Characteristics Index, the investigators found orastic differences

in the psychological attributes of 63 Peace Corps training programs

and meaningful relationships between these characteristics and such

Indices as (1) atirition rates in training; (2) selection board ra-

tings; and (3) overseas field.evaluations.

Gtoup 12 e veitzus Izotation. Top pug/lama set a patteAn Lot
pow nteJtaeLon that slimes outgoing, irtiendty zooid
Faxticipation and a high degitee oi mutuality.

Intettectuat Ctimate. This measuite ratiteeted training unit
FfriltsToTat-oTraFTL weit-tounded and inteoated inteffectuat
expeifience. These units weite atso icund to have been empha-
sizing a ewe:anent to sociat action and -to impteveree ot
man's condition.

Peitsonat Vignity. The be ,. paogtams wae chatactutized
by student pm:sonnet pkaetiees that kept dlitect zupeAvkaon
a. minimum and maximized the autonomy and peitsonat tesponsibitty
o6 each individual.

Achievement Standards. Ttainees wete encomaged to maintain
high <standards oty peAsonat achievement. The mat outstdnding
ptogums demanded high Levees og papluranc.e., cfniefted many
diaetent ways to demonstAate, competence, but wete atm:
tively itexibte theiii. lLeu2eme.ut4.

Ouleidi.ness. The peaitest pitoglcoms come Low in the put pm-
ce fac,tots, and high on otheirs zuggestina a piteaecupation
with uxeaucAatie dealt. They me mote computsively otoanized,
and Lax mote Aestitieti.ve and contitavening in. student acfaita.

Imputse Contiwt. The adminisliaVve Atyte in the pooter. ptootans
was autholz itatian, _sliming deietence and constnint. A Cat-
vinist ethos seemed to ptevail at .these .institations.

lhotation veitsuS Gtoup Lip.. The gtoup atmaphete ôi these FA:o-
w:am aus tyound to be cuiptiendey and non-patticipathig. Peopte
me not suppottive o one anoth.et, socially wilhdtawn, and the
geneitat outlook seemed excessivey immoaess and wotk-otiented.
(3g, p.1-3)
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Chattactesties. 0-11 eiieetive ewpams. High ovemeas elfiective-
ness /Latino arm associated uuth 1) thaining pugum eitcoltts to
pkovide. a well nounded intetteetuat expoience emphasizing a [am-
mibnent3 to social acti.on 2) twining pitognam puss tioa admini-
stitative oiuto 3). a pasonality pattan o poweit staving, agg1te4-
4iverte.64, impulsiveness, expnessiveness, need to hap ()altos and
Iowa /aspect Lox authonity. This suggests that Lç prwoams that
emphastze owlet and At/me-tune. and pug/tams which emphasize inte-
oiled intellectual expeitiznae. axe diiieitent types oi pug/tams,

each can pltoduce. Votunteeits whose ovefuseas paioluirmee
k&g'hty tated. (38, p.67)

'Rana Shottage.

Persons qualified to conduct cross cultural human relations train-

ing are En short supply, because it requires both up-to-date personal

knowledge of the foreign culture and uncommon teaching skills. Train-

ing institutions, particularly universities, have been sometimes un-

willing and often unable because of budget and lead time problems to

go outside their own organization to find the best qualified persons.

Nonetheless, qualified experts have shown great willingness to drop

other responsibilities for such service and much credit is given them

for program successes. Returning Peace Corps Volunteers play an im-

portant role as trainers of future groups and training programs exist

to prepare them for this role.

Dedication of trainers. Other noteworthy assets were the dedica-
tion and ability of the Peace Corps training officers and the
genuine eagerness of the training institutions to do a good job.
University personnel involved in administering training programs
were perhaps the hardest working people on canpus, often matching
the long hours put in by the trainees. (37, p.34)

Rate cri alma. 4 c.e.nteits. The. second method 1.6 that oi obtaining
itelevant iniotimatcon iltom and tivwugh the he4Soultee.6 oi
centeits oi excellence in the academic community. Mae alte many
alLea study institutes, such a4 Sout.heast Asia study eentas, at
taitge univemities thicougiwut the e.ountit.y. The. inionmation and
competence available at these institutes a/Le based upon yeela oi
study and ge,tii fte..6eanch in mrious alum oL the wottd. Whethelt
any sustained and iltuitiut cotiaboltation with these academic eentos
is possible is au/meaty unden study. (29, p.4)
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"Practical man" as teacher. It would be a mistake to assume that
persons with practical experience a e necessarily qualified by
virtue of that experience to teach and communicate it. This is a
particularly unjustified assumption when the proposed training is
highly inductive. The "practical man" has most readily at his dis-
posal a fund of experience, anecdotes, and "aar stories" which
purport to illustnate to the trainee how to handle various rela-
tively concrete awl specific situations in the particular "'weir
culture in which the trainer obtained his own experience. The

value of the experienced person is not in these concrete and of-
ten undigested experiences, but in his potential to conceptualize
the cross-cultural learning experience in terms which can be appl-

ied to the design cmd conduct of experience-based learning. (25,

p.26)

Wiz o e.x eitta. UnfoAtu.natety, the titaining pugum did not
pnov e of intenzive 6=1v/wand on the catulte of the
hozt count/L.1i that i6 zo vita to ear..h individuat'z undeltztanding
and eventuat adap.tation. White the Peace Cs Apz attempted to
obtain ptopeitty qualified tear..heirz, U none:haw cog/weed the
ztubbonn fact that expo:t4 on Somalia axe 4coA0.e. A6 a C.0114e4CL-
wee iew of thoze invaved in the twining pup= had had any
pri.eviouz expeitience in the countiu.j. (44, p.129)

Sources of trainers. Over the past five years many thousands Of
specialists have participated in Peace Corps training programs.
Most have been drawn from university and college caffpuses, but
many have come from government, industry., labor and the profes-
sions, not only in the United States, but also 'Tammany foreign
countries. It has become possible to identify and evaluate ex-
pertise never before thought to be available in the United States.
The Feace Corps and the training institutions have now developed
an "inventory' of the resources needed to prepare Americans to
function effectively abroad. (37, p.39)

Uae of Itetutneez. In the pazt, Aetuitned Votunteem often have.
not been trutty utilized - paittey &awe of thein own &titan
to undeitztand zome of the comptexi,tiez o6 ticaining; the tvan-
ing inatitution'A &Aiwa to uti-fize them meaningfaty; .inadequa.te
77102116 Oi identiliyiria and Aecommencling to the titawing inztitutionz
thase who uroad be moat effective, and patitty becauze of the Peace
Conps' faituft.e to conmanicate fatty the. impoir..tcuice. of the h..?ttaned
Vatunteeit. in the tiaining ptogiram. The waging chmactetaticz of
titaning zite6 and the convon feeling among ftetuitned Votunteeie
that -twit Peace Colips expextence atone qualified them az expeitt6
on the llaltiOu4 aApect6 oi the ho4t countty have aso occazionatty
contitibaed eiceating zeftiouz pnobtem6,4e4ating in head feeling
and Attained tele-ions. (3, p.3)
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kagftwn intzga.atton and Continuity

TtainIng for cultural awareness, self awareness and the other

elements of personal interaction skills is, of course, only one com-

ponent In programs, often brief, which must typically also include

language instruction, technical training and other orientation and

Indoctrination. Integrating the programs and keeping the elements in

perspective, therefore, is difficult. Follow-up or supplementary

tralpiny In the field is sometimes provided.

Cordination of program elements. 2'lze problem of the osticulation

Offerent components of a training progrom ameors to me to be

endemic in the Peace Corps vpraoch to training. It must be re-

Bolved by careful, planned coordination of the various components

of a program, especially area studies, American studies, world

affairs cold communism, and technical studies. Although overall

oaarlination of the Syracuse training program appeaxed adequate

at the time, subsequent problene that emerged in the field in-

ailated much to be desired.

Starting out with pious hopes and expectations about "workiw

together," which were manifested primarily in rituaVatic staff
meetings, each segment of the training staff would proceed caong

its own lines and pay relatively little attention to other seg-

ments. Thus, for exanple, in the Ilanganyika Two program (and in

mgmber of others in which I have participated) area studies

instructors would prefeF that world politics instructo:es "stay

off" the African continent. Similarly, American studies teachers

were not overjoyed when area studies teachers used Ame:rican ex-

amples for comparative purposes in explaining life in the host

oountry. (44, p.146)

The witty twining wawa tome commonly made up 06 *tit iden-
tip:able compone.nt6. These eDnziated oi the ialoway:

1. Technizat Studieis - Lo include the knowledge and 44/24
tequixed patio/a the. azLigned job ovemea.s.

2. Atea $tuclied - to include the hiztoticat, potitica,
economic, and cultural azpecta oi the hast eountity.

3.. Language - to .include knowledge o e 2ncligenov.4 tan-
guage, bazie vocabutaty, convemationa puetiee, and tech-
mica te/un6 Ipptoprtiate. to the amignment.
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4. Ameniean Studies - to inetude an anatysts oi demo-
elrutte institutions, United Stat.es hi...stony, and the

cuitnent.socae and economic, 40.ene.

5. Wontd Aa4 - to ineeude eontemponany intanationat
pkobtem, Communist AtAategy and tactit4, and Amekiea'A
Aote intim woad scene.

6. Heatth and Medieat "ruining - to inctude ii/tAt aid,

pensonat hygiene, and pteventive measunes Yaqui/Led in

the assigned anea.

1. Physicat "ruining and Reeneation to inctude pensonat
conditionbig as met as the pnactiee o6 Ammican and host.-
cowitny game6.

8. Peace Cohp4 atientation - to inetude aims and ongant-
zation oi the Peace Cohps and the Votunteets' note Rath&
it. (31, p.33)

Integration or trainees' education. Several universities have
recently initiated experimental programs aimed at fully inte-
grating Peace Corps training and service into the acquisition
of an undergraduate or graduate degree, therby making the Peace
Corps experience clearly part of the Volunteer's educational
development. (373 p.44)

Coniticts oi instituti.onat Patpohe

Salient in the Peace Corps training literature is commentary,

often somewhat emotional, on the conflict perceived by many faculty

members between "training for acticm" and the traditional universi-

ty education for understanding. The universities, of course, are

also interested in designing research components into the training

and in developing continuity so that Peace Corps work could, in time,

contribute to the on-going academic growth of the institutions.

"Thinkeia" veir4w6 "doen.6." Thule Likewize tuene majon anea4 oi
dizagneement between the Peace Coos and the academie. Lommunito
oven the puitpase o tkLthving. &matey ovenaimpe4ied, au a
mani6e6tation oi the age-ad debate on the zapposed datinction
be,tween the "thinfzen6" and the "dome. The genenat objective
oi the Peace Caps am to &date. the contemt oi the &aiming
pnognom aa ceozety a6 pa:mate to the Vot.untwez 4pee.Ztic
oveiaea6 a64ignment. The appnoach o mast univena.ate6 wa6
baud on the concept oi bnoc.c.1.4 educating the tnaine2.6 in the
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tibekat tkadition. The Peace Cokpa insisted on a degkee oi
"ketevancy o imAtAuction to the OWA6RA4 a44ignment." which mamy
univeta.itics ifettala4 neithek pasaibte *on "educational." lint-

vermity pkoliez4014 tended to emphasize inzight and undeutanding,
whekcza the Peace Coltp4 wanted emphaa6 placed on "action."
(37, p.36)

Felations of training to institutional goals. When a university
enjoys stability as a training site, there are a number of side-
benefits that might result. An inspiring example is the caee of
Northern Illinois University at Dacca. Rot Zow ago, this was
a teacher training institution. Then suddenly it became,a univ-
ersity, and began experienaing the ueual growing pains. As a
university, it was eager to buiZd up its resources for graduate
study, and to increase its international involvements. Through
a series of improbable events it was awarded the training con-
tract for Malaya One. Since then it hay trained virtually every
Feace Corps project for -,2enineular Malaya, plus a number of other
contingents bound for Southeast Asia. Coupled with this Peace
Corps involvement, the university has also established an inter-
disciplinary Southeast .4sia area studies program, andhas already
commenced to awaxd graduate degrees in various disciplines, where
the student's area focus is on Southeast Asia. Quite possibly,
if it had not been for the Peace Corps, this area program would
never have been started. In any aaee, the Peace Corps has helped
this program materially. A number of l'olunteers trained at
Norther% for exampie, have returned there at the endof their
overseas service to pursue graduate work connected with Southeast
Asia, often on fellowships form the university. Thus has the
Peace Corps engaged in =intended but valuable "inetitution build-
ing," 2nd helped to bring an awareness of the problems of the de-
velop: world to a mall prairie city that until- a generation ago
was quil,e isolatedfrom international concerns. (44, p.334)

Reseanch. One ch6 the mast pemisten.t objectives oi many academie
rin-TErfaions has been to bated a keseakeh dimension into .thzik.
&aiming itetationship wiAlt the Peace Conps. Rom the. viewpoint
oil the univaaVey, the. tnaining o6 Peace. Caps Vatunteas ids es-
sentially a pubtie amice Leine-Von. In olden. to make. the Pe-
Coitpa ketationakip a high-pnionity activity ion .the univemity
community on a continuing basis, a Janata emnponent needed to
be developed. (37, p.40)

AdmintatAuttive Mobtene

Complex programs, mounted in haste often in circumstances so

fluid that neither students nor objectives can be clearly specified,

will inevitably encounter frustrating practical problems. Wa may assume
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that such problems arise in any training situation, though the

following examples seem all to be university complaints against the

early period of the Peace Corps. The emotional tone of these dis-

cussions ranges from tolerant understanding and accommodation to

bitter criticism.

Lead time. One of the chiefproblems for the training institu-
tion was the Zack of sufficient lead time to plan and staff a
training program properly. (37, p.35)

In [an] eont ptovide the tAaining inati-tutton wi.th Autig-
dent Lead time to gait adequateey an appapJaate ewtAicaum,
the Peace Coos adopted a new potlzy in 1965 whith autho2ze.6
a uzivemity to appoint an "advance ptojeet diteetot," who
wowed begin the peanning Oa a ttaining ptogtam .6eveAal months
belicate the actuae eomnencement o titaining. (31, p.40)

Poor Information. Lack of adVance information regarding the
educatton and experience level of the trainees also presented
the problems for the training institution. Ruch ofthe pro-
gram had to be planned for an unknown clientele, and, conse-
quently, frequent changes had to be made during the course of
training. (37, p.35)

Action otientation. The VoLunteet was aeso undeA ptessune pcom
anothen zoutee: Waahington. The headquattem &tat% wae. 4.n-
tettigent, dedicated, hand-dAiving men who had theit own notions
o What a Vueuntea ahomed be and do. These notions wete detived
paittey Atom Ametican eattutat expeA,Lence, and paittey titom AID
expeAienee ovetzeaa. Although mast oi these ogle-id4 had viA-
tuaeey no undetztanding o Phai.ppine needs and ttaditiun6, they
emphasized acl-Lon, impact and /watts that they coutd see, touch,
and quantitly. Veity 3Sew cotked tAttey appteicate the tedium, the
iftustAati.on, and the. buitd-in Lim1Ltution6 oi the Vottusteeit'4
geed 4itu-U.0n. (44, p. 29 )

EaSte and con 7:cation. The earZy Feace Corps days were marked by
.47757Rai üidesaribabie haste and confusion. Most of the key
officials in Washington's Training Division were lacking in-
timate non-Western field werience. They were learning frzeir
jobs as they went. To ge the job done quickly, they had no
choice but to give wide scope to the universities that contracted
to do the training; and then hope for the best. We at Pennsyl-
vania State University were thus not only permitted, but also en-
coweaged, to improvise and innovate. (44, p.20)

SEE: 3;15;21;34;35;37;38;44;47

"N,
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The new methods of training for cross-cultural interaction skills

outlined in Section Five have not been stumbled onto by chance, but are

the result of a protracted process of detailed re-examination of .!ae ex-

act nature of the training problem and moblilzing basic knowledge of ed-

ucation processes for the research attack on the problem.

Collection and Codilfication oi 014UP-a incidents

It is through the collection and analysis of a large number of

somewhat typical incidents or episodes encountered in cross cultural

interaction that researchers and program designers hope to grasp the

nature of the task for which they must train. This information may

come from the usual sources developed in area studies or from subject

experts, but primarily it must come from the reports of participants

and field observers, if it is to be pertinent and current. These re-

ports also provide feedback to the training programs and b.eco e con-

tent of :training exercises. Examination and cIass1fIcat f these

raw materials have led to various hypotheses about the essb.tial nature

of the training task which in turn suggest the general methods '4a re-

searcher estimates will most likely be successful.
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mo44-cuttutiat ekan. The. ca4e hatoitie.6 weice cotiginat-
ed £m the touttpoze oUdevetoping a isotern Lolt. anatyzing

e jottoce44 o SOLecteci eitow-cuttuitai. dame.. Each wise hi.s.tony
&ant:6e4 an eliont. Ly a change_ agent oft agents to int/tin/ace a new
idea on. technique,into a cuttwte. othen than hiss own. Mozt axe in-
ztaneea o6 technicat change agents woxfang in the ioneign aid gad
and thws ait.e. eitas,s-e.uttwult. The. =thou have been inteiteated in
the deaeitiption6 o6 actuat eOr..t4 itatheir. than in the thecorizislg
contained in the ca.se hiatoicie4. The caw tome. 4e.teeted beeduae
thene mu detailed iniolunation on the eaat to intkoduce a .speck-
ge. iniwvation Aatheit. than becauae. oi AWE theoneti.cat isigniii-
eance. The authon2 have zelea.ed what wowed nouna,r2y be called pujecta



Aathek than pAogicam6. Maid, delimited eitioAld in uthich the
intmactton o6 the change agentd and the te2pient4 coutd be

addedded. (33, p.1-2)

Cultural "atlas". Tioo data collection techniques employing
secondary sources of information on other &ultures are being

investigated. The firgt of these involves the development of

survey instruments--such as questionnaire and interview schedules

for use with foreign citizens and with servicemen returned from

countries of interest--and content analysis systems for searching

written materials. Information gathered in this manner uil/ be
brought together in the prm of a "cultural atlas," the substance
of which could fbrm the basis for the content of training pro-

grams. Ote of the main questiona this study will answer is whe-

ther meaningful information of a cross-cultural nature, suitable

for training usage, can be obtained using military personnel with

minimal training in the social sciences; or whether these are of

such a complex andequivocal nature that only well-trained experts

with years of study and participation in a specific culture are

able to obtain and interpret it. (29, p.3)

Rea. Lnthient6 ad &aid. content. ContintuuiudeaAch wilt

vo v.. a 4 1om .1 ao 0 Ol'' taboilatom dtudies to actuae

expekimentatAaining pnogkanm to be conducted with matitam pet-
donne2 beiou the& deptoyment ovemead. Thid iutuke woidz ate. ,

invatve amain diliticuttied not pnezent.i.n the taboutoity. Fiut,

thene id the pubtem oi tuiming content. A contraved, iictitiouz

amay o6 behaviou, az in the podentdtudy, ate not do. Alo twin-

ing ttchnique, no mattek how coat zuited demtoping 'aqui/Led

dhiLes in the laainee, witt be eiiective aftee.64 a guat amount oi

Ade/awl:, comect, and ca/ftent knagtedgeid avaitabte about the

dpeci.gc zkiltz that zhoutd be taught& an Ai& FoAce advidoA

auigned to any given coantky. (5, p.36)

SEE: 14;23;29;43

Conceptuat Etamewokk

If large numbers must be trained, quickly, and for a variety of

cultural contexts, training cannot be provided for every one of the

disparate situations which may arise in the field. Thus, researchers

and program designers are groping for the conceptual categories which

will reveal the nature of the training problem.
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To what extent is the training required of an intellectual nature

and therefore amenable to the usual methods used in education? Is the

problem basically one of understanding the customs and cultural patterns

of the host society? Is it critical awareness of the largely unconsci

ous assumptions of American society? Or is It essentially a matter of

self awareness, the knowing of oneself in a particular cultural context?

The general purposes judged sal ient ore variously stated: per

ception of cultural relativity; self awareness; sensitivity to feelings

and values of others; understanding knerican culture; development of

self rel lance and emotional stamina.
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Altana-time thaining goads. Mae 4.3 much &AA agheeme.nt a6
what the cognifime and behataohat objeeti.ve6 o t2thtg Ahead
be. froweveh, competent ana.t.y4t4 tend to zuggest gheuta empha6i4
on the. iottouting:

Uncle/I-standing oi -LaMar-tan pnoceszes (a.s contAa4ted with
knowtedge abifaeiFTE.e.i.gn cuttune)

Empathic awethene44 and undemtanding oi the vatues,
a&swnption.s, and attitudes oi the ho4t cowithy peopee

Inzigkt into the =Mut besia on one'4 own vaeue6,
as.swnp.Uon.s, and attitudes

UndeAstanding and acceptance oi the hote6 called Ph in
the aus.i.gnment, and

Skit& and techniques-Wick Kat phomote 4LC.C244 in these
Juites

(27, p.3)

American value asswnptions. The various dimensions representing

assumptions and values faZZ into five groupings. 2. The first

one may be called perception of the self and the individual. In
Anievican culture the daninant perception is of an autonomous self

apart from other people and apart from the world. The self, and

the individual, is defined as hzenan, of a certain sex, and perhaps

in terms of very broad social roles, such as adult or husband.

2. The perception of the world is separate from perception of
the individual. The. typical American does not have a strong de-

sire to integrate with nature, nor does he usually possess the
Hindu idea that man, animate, plants, and all of the worZd are

made out of the same basic stuff. 3- The modality of motivation

dominant in American culture is achievement pursued through the

social technique of competition. It is through achievement that
most Americcole attain full definition and meaning of the self.

A man is what a man achieves. 4. The modality of relations to

others typical of most Americans is based on equality. Despite

glaring exception, Americans tend to see others as basically

equal, and indirectly, because of the perceived equality, often

consider others in a depersonalized way.



5. ne dominant form of activity for most Americans is doing in
distinction to being or being-in-becoming. These other two char-
actaristics typify the oriental or the Latin American to a greater
degree than Americans. (42,p.296)

Subjective euttuice. We zurmartized the Aexspon 6e4 oi Amyl-Lama and
Gkeek6 to a vaxiety oi busttumento. We di.4covoted that them may
be. deze.tibed bt teitms oi evztain basic -themes that axe impotaant
ir.egaiulte44 oi the natune. o6 the inaitumelit. Thu4, a the woitiz on
zteiteatypea, zemantte di66eitentiat peitce.ption o6 hey concepts,
antecectent-e.onsequent meaning o6 key concept 6, and tote. paception6,
the boic contrast between Giteek and Ammican zubjeaive. cuttlines
4eem6 upeat itsce6. Speciiicatty, -the Glte.elz ingtoup-oatgtoup
diztacti.on and the. giteateit zatience oi the. 4ociae 4e2 6 that chait-
acteitizes Gude <subjective cattalo, may be -seen in the Guth /wi6p-
on4e4 to ate these busttamen t..

Thu4, the. Fame pape.t ha6 zhown that zubjective cattalo. may be
anatized thiwugh the. use. oi zeve)tat instuanenta that give. con-
zistent Jte. 4024 and "zociae neatity" a ze.en by peopte 6itom di66-
eitta mama may be deteAmined. Fatune ittaeartch mast 6ocas on
e.66eet o6 di.66eitenceo in zubjective cuttuite. on inteitpeitzonat be.-
&vizor.. (Oak au/meaty phoghe64 44 aimed a,t a daiti6ication o6
the iteta,tion6hip4 betwe.en <subjective cattalo. and inteitpvtAonat
behavior.. (46, p.57)

Role differentiation oithin cultures. In order to train people to
deal effectively with persons from another cuZture, it appears nec-
essary to identify cross-cultural differences which are criticaZ
to the working of culturally heterogeneous groups. A theoretical
analysis of the development ofrole differentiation, within and
between social systems, in traditional and madern cultures, Zeads
to the hypotheses that traditional cultures stress differentiation
ofthe roles cf the same system, while nwdern culture tends to
empathize differentiation cf comparable roles of different systems.
(123 p.i)

Inteitaetion 4lvite4 a4 behavixot. In the development o6 twining
teehmque6 6oft. eito44-cultuitat intmacti.on Mate twining, Edwaitd
HaW4 vi.eat6 oi cattwtat &taw:nation in dociat inzeitak,ti.on, ta-
beted "pxoxemica," have. atimutated the tteatment oi inteitac,tion
<shitts ao comptex mato/L. and veAbat behavion.6 zubje.et modi6ica-
tion. That ,i4s, ion the. 4peci6ic type oi twining deuxibed, Lt
ha4 been convenient not to tteat the. cog nLtLue. a6peet6 o6 inteit.-
peA4onat Aelation4 and to deae dixee,tty teLth cuttuxe a6 a cotee.c-
tion oi behavioltat pite4citiption6,i. e., manneZam6, ge6tiae.4, eta-
tomb, eta. Thiz apptoach has aflowe.d 6olt apeciiic utiteitia to fie
eatabtiahed 6olt. e.66ectIve. peA6olunanc.e in a given itote.-ptay
quence. (7, p. 2)
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Information seeking and problem solving. In cross-cultural
training designs, problems should be constructedso that their
definition and solution require the problem solver to develop
information from the persons who are present with him in the
problem situation.

Becwuse information and theory which ars not used in the pro-
blem-solving process wiZZ not be readily available to the learn-
er when he must solve problenw under stress, information is not
presented which is irrelevant to the solution cereal probfems
which the learneris asked to solve in the here-and-nom

It is clear that authority mist not be used to deprive the learn-
er of the opportunity to have his own experience. In general, he
is not provided with information, but encouragedtto seek it; he
is not given solutions, but asked to come to conclusions on his
own; he is not told what action to take or how to take it, only
that action is expected ,of him.

2he learner's need for expert heZp is less to provide information
about the content of the other culture than to teach the problem-
solving processes and to develop the fteling-thinking linkages
which are primary goals of our vroposed training designs.

In the training situation the learner should be confronted with
problem-solving situation forcing him to make choices among com-
peting values which have consequences for his relationships with
others in the tnaining situation.

Training situations should require that discussion and analysis
lead to decision and action on the part of the trainee. This
would imply, for example, that even the best Zed "discussion
group" is only half a training situation, because it does not
Zead to action. (24, p.442-444)

Middee-ctaAA:,, male =au/teat. nom. The gut Atep in devetop-
ing the tutning appkoach Wad to adapt valtiou concepts to be
msed n constmeting a achemata oi Ammican cattake with which
the tuinee4 eoutd .identLiy aa 4ndividuat4. Some oi the baaie
aouncea cused wexe the. woks o F. Ktuekhohn, C.Ktuckhohn, Maka-
muna, Lee, Aunabekg and Nieho66, Hattowett, Fastek, Gtenn, and
Mead. Middee-eeau, mate Ammican cattune KWA adopted as the
cuttuut vaitiation o Ameitiaan4 mast auitabte ion engag.ing the
identity oi the gkeatettnumbek oitkainee4 that we enviaiontd
training. Thase a4pect4 o thia cuttune that aseemed iratevant

oveueas expekience mice then conceptuatized ace-orating to
norms o behaviox, mew, asAumpti.ona, and cognalve pans.
Since these conatmeta contmin £neeA.tL4 o tabeting,
4.4 impoittant .indicate theik &nation A.n deackibing Amekican
cuttufte.
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Novms ot behavisx nefia AteAeotyped and iteativety pitedixtabte
behavion that i6 eaaity oiNsaved. Manna o6 d/tesa, typitae gneet-

trio, and vaiti..ations kineaica and partatanguage ane exameez.

Vatuez and azzumptionz /Leta to cognitive pudiapoaitiona oi Ike
individuat. Vatuez axe Aetativeey concAete, diactetz, and zpeci.tic;
tot inztance, the Amecan vaeuea of pkivate popeAty, phyzicat
comfoAt, and wetfau, az wett az the inztuAmentat amitoach to action.
Vatuez aAe optative, containing the quatity of outghtness, and az
cognitionz a att:may avaitabte to the awaAenezz of the ad:iv-
duat. kaaumptizma upteaent the cognitive pudizpozitionz of the
individuat employed to patteAn the phenomewtogicat woad and au
uzuatty conzidened to be an aapect of the woAtd 416eei and not
cognitive impozitions upon it.

Tkuz fok AmeAicanz, the cognitive PAM of time may uzuatty be in-
terned az tineat. A cyclic concept of time, OA a conaete time-
4pace concept; 6 teat+ typicat. AmeAtcan concepta of ptanning, pro-
gAzzz, puventive meaaukea in health and technotogy, and oAientation
to the futme may be <seen to be amociatedtailh a. tineme concept of

time. (39, p.2,3)

EmotiL1..00sonaenv_fioculturalbonds. An understanding of the cog-
nitive confrontation and of contrast-American cuZture is not purely
an intellectual matter. Also involved is the individualls ability of
self-confrontation, the ability to take a dispassionate view of the
self as a cultural being. The path to this point cfobservation is
as much emotional as intellectual. Thus we observe in the simulation
a period of confusion on the part ofthe participants as they pro-
gress through various scenes. Their confidence in themselves, as
perhaps their trust in cultural absolutes, is shaken. This experi-

ence appears to represent a loosening of cultural andpersonal moor-
ings, which hopefully is the prelude to a genuine acceptance of rel-
ativism of American cultural paedispositions. If the simulation can
bring about this effect, it is apparent that it can function in a
dual role: to precipitate the emotional loosening and to set the
stage for the acquisition of a new cognitive frame ce reference. In
terms of training procedures the dual roles of the simulation mean
that it can be used at the beginning of training for its emotiamal
impact, or tmards the end of training as the final synthesis of
cross-cultural understanding. (42 p.302)

SEE: 6;10;19;20;24;27;39

Recoutu e to Buie Edacationat. Reaeattch

Depending on the analytical framework adopted, researchers and pro-

gram planners then go to the seemingly relevant body of social science or
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educational research'and experience to evoke principles which may

now be applied to the cross cultural training problem.

Three of these efforts are of such outstanding excellence and

potential usefulness that i think they shouid be specifically point-

ed out. They are: a research review on imitation and modeling by

Otto Zinser which includes a section summarizing knowledge about this

subject in relation to adults (42); (2) a compact summary of know-

ledge and experience in various forms of human relations tTaining by

Robert J. Foster and Jack Danielian (13); (3) an exemplary analysis

by Roger Harrison and Richard L. Hopkins of the differences in assump-

tions and design principles common In higher education and those judged

most effective in cross cultural and community development work (24).

3 4

Human relations training. The overall advantages of hunan rela-
tions training may be sumartzed as follows:

(1) The kind of learning which takes place cannot be
effectively achieved through more traditional and familiar
approaches to training.

(2) Specific knowledge of the traineees overseas destin-
ation is not essential. This permits the early training of
units whzch cam then be placed on cal for overseas uork with
little or no advance notice. Subsequent area study of a speci-
fic country is Zikely thereafter to be more meani:nafully pursued.

(3) The aim of the training is to provide the basis for
continued future learning. Because this learning involves un-
derstanding of basic interpersonal andrgroup pasocesses as :mil
as cross-cultural, the training has implications Pr the trainee's
entire career. To the extent that perfbrmance on work assign-
ments involves interpersonal andinteractional skills, human
relations training becomes germane to their accomplishment. (13,
p.30)

Imitation and 14ent2 n. Two ionms oi imitation based on
7h-Co1)4etvation o6 a modeL have bee.n middy /recognized. In one,
the teanning o a new /response by matching on copying the moda 14
/response usuatty OCCUJUS in the puzence o6 the modet; in the
athen the imitative neaponse oceans in the absence oi the model.
In the Pot, the obsenven notes the actions o6 the model. Then,
he 6inds that i6 he matches the behavior. (hi the modet, he is
newanded. Fon e.xampte, the chitd imitates wonds uttened by US
panents because apptovat is provided on each oceazion.
o.nd Vateand have Waned behavion o this ki..nd as "matched-depend-
.ent" behaviwt in the zecond £olun oi imitation the obsenven at-
tends to the otacomes oi the modet behavior. Aatheft. than on the ae-
Vona. He .see6 the model. A4 newanded on punished 6ot emitting a
pantieutan type. oi nespon.se pattettn. FOIL instance a child teann4,
atitvi. accompanying his otden bnothen to the stonerthat the



buthen. Iteccive4 candy ix exchange Olt money. ...The...obisemation o& .

bnotha being AerAwuled 4ave..6 as the incentive the child needs .to

emulate Like behavion on anothvt ocausion. (48, p.3)

The review studies on imitation using adult subjects indicate:

1. Both social and task reinforcement facaftate the elicit-

ation of imitative behavior. There is some evidence, how-

ever; that a task minforcer is the more effective ofthe

two.

2. Social sanctions have a controlling effect upon the elic-

itation cTimitative behavior.
3. Imitation tends to generalize the similar situations.

4. The more competent the model the more tikely it is that

imitative behavior will be elicited.

5. Priorlailwre experiences and low self-esteem tend to be

associated with greater indtation rates. (48; p.17;

SEE: 1203;25;4608
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V. CROSS CULTURAL INTERACTION TRAINING METHODS

Background reading about the host culture, lectures, discusslcm,

manuals of do's and don'ts and other traditional methods of training

for cross-cultural interpersonal skills have apparently been entirely

inadequate. No researcher disparages these methods when nothing better

is available; all would agree that many persons (notably business ex-

ecutives headed for foreign assignments) who receive no preparation of

any kind for the interpersonal problems they will encounter in a strange

land would benefit from these conventional training procedures. The re-

search and development efforts in recent years, however, are based on

the search for more powerful and intensive training experiences, whether

they be intellectual or emotional grappling with the types of experi-

ences typically encountered in the field.

The two main thrusts in research and program development, and they

are not mutually exclusive, seem to be: (I) some form of simulation

training based on real incidents and ranging from case method to immedi-

ate involvement of the trainee through programmed instruction or video-

tape self-confrontation; or (2) some form of experience-based human re-

lations training. "Packaged" programs using integrated materials inde-

pendent C. instructor are being developed since, whatever may be the

ideal training, expense, large numbers to be trained and trainer short-

ages mquire some immediately available alternatives. Finally, interest

in actual on-site training is increasing and this is perhaps simply an

extension of simulation techniques to the whole training environment

when this is feasible.

3 6



Or Simutation Wed Mahoths

Many of the new programs for cross cultural interaction training

and much of the experimental research involve simulation techniques

in one form or another, often aided by such auxiliary devices as pro-

grammed instruction, film or videotape. These methods typically use

the critical incidents reported from the field as content of the

exercises and require the trainee to work through the communication

problems by role-playing or programmed instruction. The exercise is

immediately reviawed and the trainee may confront his own performance

by watching a videotape, which graphically reveals his blunders. Such

simulation is costly, requires careful planning, and skilled perform-

ances by the person playing the role of foreign counterpart in the in-

teraction. However, the effectiveness of these methods has been clearly

demonstrated in experimental situations and learning retention rates are

high.

In case method and programmed instruction techniques (as e.g. in

the "Culture Assimilator") carefully selected worded stories or inci-

dents are presented to which the trainee reacts. His response is dis-

cussed, rewarded or corrected and he passes to the next episode. In

self-confrontation, role playing episodes are acted out and monitored

on video-tape or film for immediate replay to roveal subtle errors as

well as gross mistakes. Carefully selected and trained actors in the

counterpart role are required in addition to appropriate content in

the role-playing. Such techniques build from basic knowledge of imi-

tation, paralanguage, stimulated recall, immediate reward, involvement

and other factors which lie behind ths educational methods effective

in similar training situations.

The experimental success of these methods may be less related to

the particular techniques than to the care with vhich the content of

the interaction has been contrived. Here much of the baSic,under-.

standing of cultural patterns and assumptions of the American ftainees

is used to shake them into startled awarensss of thsir most automatic
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reactions as personality or culture related. The "contrast American"

as a theoretical construct is an example of the depth at which the

training content has been thought through. In these role-playing

exercises there is no effort actually to simulate behavior likely to

be encountered in real foreign counterpart persons. Instead, the

actor respcnds in a deliberately artificial manner which is the obw

verse or mirror image of typical middle class American behavior, in

order to maximize and sharpen the trainee's perception of his own

"self in culture".

38

Case method. Whiee the case method ha4 been used ion yeans in
thaining no& taw and mtacine, the technique today i4 most cea4e-
ty 04ociated mith the HaAvaAd Bu4ine44 &hoot and othet manage-
ment tAaining in4t4tution4 that have nottowed HatvaAd'4 tead.
The case typically consists oi a pubtem 4ituation con4i4tent/4
pnezented nua the penzpecttve on one on the ind2vJ4ua24 invotv-

ed. The iniatmatLon may be consideked to be ate tha2 i6 avait-
abte, AequiAing a panticipantto inien othe& iactz, OA the in-
noAmation may be incompeete, nequiAing paei.apantinquiities to
gain additionae Aetevant innovation. It may be tong 04 4hoA4

a semi-technicat pnobtem &used on zome management speciatty

on essentiaty a oobttm in the human aspects oi management.
The case is discussed in a gAsup 4ituation uith the membem
making obsenvations, Aaising que4tion6, and onneAing 4otution4.
Because the case ia genenatty mitten 4o that membenz appnoach
the pnobtem num the penspective on a pemon in the case, the
method may be viewed az a nonbehavistat oft passive £onm oi note-

ptaying. (13, p.24-25)

"Culture Assimilators". A more enTirical approach to the problem
of identifying critical cross-cultural difyerences was used in

the construction of Culture Assimilators. The purpose of a Cul-

ture Assimilator is to train a person to interact ernctively
with persons from another mature. An assimilator which has been
constructed so far is concernedwith the American and the Middle

Eastern cultures. It consists of a series of stories depicting
interpersonal situations often encountered in cross cultural con-

texts. After each story, a list of alternative interpretations
of the behavior described in the storw is presented to the trainee,
who is requested to choose the interpretation which seems most
correct to him. ,lythe interpretation is the "correct" one, the
trainee is provided with sora additional information and instruct-
ed to go on to the next story. If the chosen explanation is 'Wong"
the trainee is given some additional cues to heZp him understand
the situation and he is instructed to read the story again and to

choose another alternative. (12, p.5)

The ninat mode devetoped etght types oi Cuttune Azsimitatat epi-
sodes: Those in which the Ammican and the ho4t (a) ague about

a vaeue; and (b) disagnee about a vatue; and tho4e 4.n which



(e) the Ameitican ieets pozitively about a vatue towada which the
hast ifeets negat2ve-4; and (d) the knit-Lean ieths negatively about
a value. towands which the hozt ieetz pozitively. Fowt. addiaonat
typez ane obtained by dubdtituting caztomz ion vatues. The model.
pkopozed a quantitative 'statement o6 how many Cuttune Azhimilaton.
epiaoded o6 each type wowed pnovide the optimwn tutining. Given
that the Ameniccut witt. inteitact in neat tiie with the huts in a
coviezponding het o6 eight kinds o6 intenaction 'situation's, and
the ixequeney dattibution o6 theze intenactionz will depend on
the natune oi hiz azzignment a4 well az the cuttunat dimiXatiti.ed
and di.iimenced between the Ameitican and the hodt, Lt i6 podzibte
to denive the optima. tnaining. (10, p.5-6)

Videotape self-confrontation. 2We implication of modeling techni-
ques through videotape presentation for training becomes clear. A
trainee, viewing a simulated interaction sequence betweon an Ameri-
can and a person of another culture, is able to study andscrutinize
from a relatively objective third-person viewpoint, the three ccmpo-
nents ofthe interaction described above. That is, he can view the
cues given by the other culture individual, he can note the appro-
priate cue-response linkage's, and observe the response of the Amer-
ican and the consequences of that response. Comparing an optimal or
criterion prftrmance with an ineffective performance can give the
trainee a basis for evaluating his own behavior in similar circum-
stances. Finally, the subject, aided by supplementary instruction,
can use film or videotape clips of a model interaction to see more
clearly the differences in values, assumptions, ond normative modes
of behavior between the two cultures that underlie the cue-response
system disparities. (48, p.25)

The technique invotvez annthen psychatogieut pitine Age udeiut in
lipid t.tanning -- the phenomenon o6 ztimutated-necalt. By neptay-
ing the behavionat 4ituat2on on videctape, the tnainee &dived the
whote zcene and theiteion2 can bning to mind what Wa6 going thnough
his thoughts just at the moment o6 the cticat behavion. Btoom
and Siege l. have cued the technique o6 ztimutated-necate with tape-
/Lew/Lang/a oi cottege tectunez in attempting to oda6 dtadent
attentivenezz and teachen eectivenesd. Both apptcfached, Aeti-
con&tontatton and atimutated-xecatt, depend cniticalty upon the
amount oi time. etapsed batmen the. tnaining deazion and the view-
ing of: the. Wm. Coachez notice Aids phenomenon with 6ibm6 c,6
gamed ok deitimmaged. DE.. Gentian& Nielzen o6 the Copenhagen Pay-
chotogicat Labo)tatovj Jteponts that the gkeateA the etapsed time,
the giuut.ten the detachment o6 the zubject, thus, a Luz in the
value o6 con6nontation. Thede eects ake aggnavated by the amount
oi time nequlned ion the dew-toping and pnocezzing o6 6i2m. Video-
tape. haz the zingutan advantage 026 immediate, 6wte aunat g.nd video
ptaybach with no pnocezzing nequined. Thiz penntitz eampte;te
zation oi the. pzychatogi..w.t impact o6 ze26-coninontation. (23, p.15)
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The self-confrontation group displayed high retention throughout
the time intervals studied. Following a 1-day interva, subjects
actually performed slightly better than they had on the previous
day's third trial. Effects of massed practice, rehearsal, or
both are probably at play here. After 1 week, subjects retained
over 93% of their terminal performance and at 2 weeks performed
over 94% as well as their terminal axquisition level. Loss of
skill throughout the entire retention period LW not statisical-
ly significant. The practice group returned for retention test-
ing after 1 week. This group performed only 85% as high az did
the 1-week retention seLf-confrontation sub-group. This indicates

that the enhanced training effect ofself-confrontation over prac-
tice persists at least 1 week after termination of training. (5,

p.2?)

The expeAimentat evidence Aetated to 6 e26-con6Aontation az a
tAaining technique demonstAated that inteAaction 4kill4 in a
cAo44-cattuiutt4etting axe tAainabte. Reautta indicated that
4et6-con6xont4.tion pAcducea Aapid acquiation o6 zilch zhittz and
that they au Aetained at a high &vet OA consideftabte peAioda
o6 time. The pxocedulte devetoped in theae expeAimenta 6cht a4ing
4e1i-con9kontation a6 a tAaining pxoceduxe L4 &Way zimpte. A

aubject ia ptovided with backgAound in6oAma2ion Aetewznt f4 hio
ptaying a Aote in a paAtiat 4imutation o6 anothm cuttuAe. In

this Aote-ptaying aequence the subject is to zotve a pubtem in
cleating with zomeone 6Aom the othen cuttuxe. Hits behavioA duAing

the <sequence 44 AecoAded on videotape and ptayed back to the <sub-
ject immediatety 6otiowing the end o6 the Aote-ptay. The 4ubject'4
peA6oAmance 4:4 vedatty anatyzed aimuttanemsty with the ptayback.
The zubjectib then AetuAned to tAy the Aote-pLaying <sequence again.
Additionat tAiats and conpontation peAiod4 ate wed when necusany.
The. nate. o6 peA6oAmance change thxoughoat thia pAocedme iz high
and poaitive. The Aetention o6 4hitt4 iattowing acqui4ition doe4
not iatt betow 93% o6 texminat acqui4ition pea6oAmance oven a
2-week intavat (6, p.8)

The self-confrontation technique with film instead of videotape
is a dramatically successful means of persuasion. The Denver
Police Department uses the method in getting drunken-driving
convictiohe: suspects photographed during their attempts to walk
a chalkline blanch when they Bee the films Later. Self-confron-
tation with films is also successful in the rapid acquisition of
table ffanners; L.J1. Aicker of the MacDonald Training Center used

the method with retarded subjects. The technique has a long and

successful history in the teaching of foreign languages. (23, p.25)

The "Contumt Amexican". The heaxto6 the apptoach to induce
cuttowttaet6-aumeneza 44 6ound with the paAt o6 the petaon who
paAtictpates az the Ametican'a countexpaxt in the Aate-ptaying.
The auxitiaAy is obviomay a 6oAeignex who id ident4ied ah an
o661.cia2 ovenaems. The AmetZcan betteves that W. counteApaAt
apontaneouaty aaaumes a Aote as he hime2 6 doe4. In 6act, the
countmpaAt auxitiaky pAesentz a contAived Aote to the Arnetican,



a. pairt meted the "waist:at Ameitiean". He 16 a. .synthetic but

ptausibte meniben. o6 "contAast cuttwte".

"Contita6t catuice: and subsequentiy, "contsast Ameit1.can4" come
developed to coninont the Ame lawn itate-peayeit with a. mi/titox im-
age olf hisseti. Contitaa cuttuke 1.6, a4 alt. as it 14 pfauesibte,
the maximal contnast to Ameiticizn cuttatte 04 deacitibed axing -the
cognitive dimemion4 used to deiscitibe cattunes. (39, p.5)

Stewart proposes to
tion by increasir
ponents az they
another culture
action with ina
individual is .
the two sets of as
this end Stewart c

'Facilitate effective cross-cuitta.al interac-
4merican's te, ''..1.standing of the five can-

hie culture training him to analyze
mte on the ba s of introductory inter-

4racns. The indigeneous persons. The
id to make a comparative analysis of

ma and values and act accordingly. To
Aers have devised what is termed the

"Counter-American" technique wherein on American is confronted
with a role-plc:wing situation with a counterpaxt trained to be-
have in a fashion which vibtates most behavioral expectations
of the American. The impression presented by current work on
this technique is that an American after lengthy exposure to
various role-playing problems does display some improved verbal
ability in a generalized "other culttwe" environment. However,
the genation of an operational training program using the
Counter-American technique seems remote in view of the virtually
undefinable training content and astonishingly high cost per
student hour and the time required for preparation. (6, p.2)

Though the concept oi aontuut-AmeAican cuttaxe i6
zimulati.on has to appuut. pecuthibee. 16 the acting o6 the

contita6t-Ameit1.can it, not convincing to the Atneitican itste-peayeit.,
the intent oi the zintatati.on 1.6 zubveAted, and natheit the Patn-
a non. the It.e6eanch oh jective6 can be. attained. The modee Ls in-
tended to be Sunctianat and it It.equiite6 a. csnvineing paitticipation
by the note-paying Ameitican. He must isee,e his paiit and he mut
be natultatty impte..6.6ed by the peitiolunauce oi the contiuust-Ameiti.-
can 14 the Aimee-ion 14 .to take, and become a. iunctionat
&awn ut.o44-cattuttat comenwlication. (42, p.298-9)

On-site trainix. As noted by trainees additional gains fran eze
Indian-Reservatzon experience were as Allows;
1. It was a toughening-up experience for rigorous outdoor living.
2. It gave trainees a chance to get to know each other in email
groups d under working conditions roughly comparable to those
that would be faced overseas.
3. The minimal amount of structure in this part of the .program

threw trainees back upon their own resources. Some tra-atees foUnd

themselves capable of aesuming considerable indi-oidual responsibil-
ty, and all trainees were permitted to make mistakes and to learn
or not to Jew; from them. Character problems emerged with respect
to a few trainees whose intmatvrity was not apparent within the en-
suing ciassroan-daninated program.

,
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4. It gave trainees cm opportunity to size wp a strange community
(i.e., to learn to spot leaders, to identify faction, to cope with
divisions) and to find their own place in it.
5. Getting acquainted with a new culture gave trainees a vantage
point for viewing their own culture, azd permitted nem to gain
a:perspective in terms of which to reassess the functioning of the
Noce Corps and their own roles in if. (21, p.11)

SEE: 4;5;7;10;12;21;22;23;29;30;36;40;41;42;48

Expeiaence-&zsed Human Relations %fining

......,,..-

Several programs report attempts to capitalize on long experience

and experimentation with human relations training using T-groups and

related techniques. The assumption of these programs is that the

trainee learns best hor o perceive his own feelings, emotions, and

unconscious responses, as well as those of other persons, through a

training program in which trainees scrutinize these feelings and re-

ponses as they arise from actual unstructured personal interaction

situations. Though no objective evaluations of such programs are found

in this literature, they rest on a large body of experimental work, the

principles of which are adapted to the new purpose of cross cultural

training. The chief problems appear to be the initial troubled reaction

of many trainees and the scarcity of trainers skilled in and committed

to this type of training.

Trainers who work in this tradition are typically concerned with

the process by which the trainee learns to cope with the ambiguous

stimuli he perceives, often in distorted fashion, in uncertain situations

of face-to-face human encounter. To maintain himself effectively In such

situations, the trainee must perforce learn how his own "self" filters

awareness and bends his action. From frustrating encounters with con-

flicting patterns of personality or cultural constriction, he may learn

to move forward, without dismay, to modify or reconstruct the human re-

lations on which collaboration and mutual action may proceed. Thus,

the trainee may react to value differences and other feeling conflicts

as information related to problem solving in the inter-cuitural situation

rather than as emotional cues for fight, flight or collapse onto exter-

nal authority.

42
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Expexienced-ba4ed tka2nng. The hecond apptoach, which id not
neanty zo taideapriead, u.LI be catee.d hem Aate-eenteited Vaining.
Its papaw. pmpaxe. the vatunteex not juat to do a. job but
to live. a Vie, .to undeittake a ki.nd o6 totat xote ao a chave a-
ge.nt, wiwtevex ?az+ technical 4peciatit9, fl.t4 pinion pxo6e64.ionat
cox tee/mica S./mining. it £6 a wpm iut which tin. technicat
Akitt, atuj, is permeated ais a kind oi peg to hang a way o6
on. The piIoce44 o6 the &axing pug/tam con4idexed to be. as
impoittant a"-s 'jut ma.ttex. it a likely to be what the twin-
ing techniaan6 can an "expeitience-based" ptogum, Lost. 4tituatta.-
ed, conducted in 6ftedom, with the e64entiat off.dex. mating not on
the exexci6e of adult aahonity but on an amunrption o itespon4i-
biaty by the tuz2nee4 fox paxts oi Atilt. own twining and devet-
opnent. (25, p.34)

Education for cross-cultural applications should train the indi-
vidual in a system of learning operations that is independent of
settings, persons, and other information sources not found in the

overseas environment. If the trainee con be educated to be an
effective and independent learner, he need not be filled with aZZ
the intonation he can contain before going into his new job. He
will have the cvacity to generate his own learning as needed. In-
deed, he will have to generate his own learning in cow case,whether
he is trained to do this or not, for the simple reason that no
training agency can train for every exotic contingency, for every

aspect of Zife and work in another culture. (24, p.439)

VeAign plineipecs Pot ao44-culluxat ticaining diaex 6tom time o6
the unit/v/4.14 etawwom. The puxpo6e6 of the licouneit axe to:
(1) develop in the At/dent mote independence o6 extexnat zoumea
o6 deciaion, in6olunat2on, problem definition, and motivation; (2)
develop in the 4tudent the "emotional macte" he needs to deal con-
at/Luc-timely with the Atxong 6eeting4 which ate cmated by conflict
and conAontation 06 vatuez and attitude6; (3) enabte him to make
choice6 and comititrents to action in 4ituatio n4 0 6 4tite.46 and un-
ceztainty; and (4) encowtage him to u4e hitt own and otheia' 6eet-
in94, attitude.4, and vaues a4 in6olunat4on in defining and 40141-
ing human pxobtem6. (24, p.442)

The term "project" is used here to describe an activity requiring

a learner to -
Z. Obtain information from the social environment (coninuni-

cation);
2. Formulate and test hypotheses about forces and processes

present in the environment (diagnosis);
3. Select and describe sane part of the situation which is

to be changed or altered (problem definition);
4. Plan action to solve the problem (conmitment, risk taking);

5. Corry out the action, enlisting the help and cooperation
of others (influencing and organizing);

6. Verbalize attitudes, perceptions and tentative learninge
from the experience (cognition anckgeneralizatiron).

Projects should be the heart of an experience-based training pkograr.
( 24, p.454) 43
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T-gA0up6. The T-gnoup (tnaining gnoup) ,O an initially un-
StnuCtuned gnoup oi peAhapa a. dozen panticipants who mea with-
out a pne-established agenda., Aides o6 purcedune, on division
oi &bon. A tnainen icwtetionz as a nezounce person to help the
gnoup membem anaLyze and wtdenstand than own and each othen's
behavion, utile,. than in the tnaditional note oi instituctox
on discussion Leaden.

Ht-nan &elation!, twining ovemeas woidz can pnobabty be enniched
by inconponating liao,ign nationals into the tizaining gnoups.
T-gnoups o6 mixed nationatitics, ion e.xample, may Aepkesent a.
micnocosm o6 a. citozz-cuitaut encowiten that can pir.ovide an in-
depth cultunal teanni.ng expeirience son the panticpants. Under.
skiltiut gadance, such a stitategy may inteocte the suNtant-
ive conte.nt o6 clillautat teanning with the situational Aequimments
ion behavioral change. In addition, exposune -to an wuttituctu/Led
tnaini.ng milieu may "immunize" the tnainee against adveibse ne-
w...Vona to alte veny neat ambiguities o6 actual overseas situations.
(13, p.VI)

Because o6 the ambiguity and tack o6 ,stuctuffe o6 the T-gnoup, and
the a.ttending opportunity ion pemonat, social on. clittunat con-
inontations, some tnolneez wilt have a stonmy /reaction in the T-
gitoup, especially in its way stage6. Such discomiont, i.6 not
extneme, is actually a constnuctive iacton, indicating that, 6on
that indivithutt, the tnaining is pensonatty involving on "taking
elgeet". Convezaely, ineffective tnaining pugnams alte Wen
welt-liked by titainees because o6 the& soponikic. and entertain-
ing qualities. (13, p.29)

SEE: 3;13;15;24;25;31;32

Integnated Package Picogitam6

In response to the exceedingly high costs of all cross cultural

interaction training techniques, some programs have been developed

which integrate audio-visual and other training materials in a stan-

dard package, which may Le used by relatively untrained instructors.

Training centers around a set of self-contained, multi-media
Planned Aide for Cross-cultural Knowledge, Action and Growth in
Effectiveness (PACICAGE). The self-contained PACKAGE concept
is importznt for two reasons. First, few people ore academically
trained to teach necessary cross-cultural interaction skills caul
attitudes. Second, the amozoit of cova-specific information re-
quired to train personnel for all possible assigmnents is over-
whelming. The advantage of a conrpletely self-contained PACKAGE
is evident. An instructor acting as leader can open the PACKAGE
and train his students by following the directions and using

44
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the materials provided. He nee,. neither concern himself with
selection cold preparation of subject content nor with the de-
sign and production of training aide. Rio full effort can be
gz.ven to guiding students through the materials provided. (18.,

12.3)

SEE: 11;18

....aw=reamMO.
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I. Arensberg, Conrad M. and Niehoff, Arthur H. INTRODUCING SOCIAL CHANGE,

A MANUAL FOR AMERICANS OVERSEAS. 1966. 235 pages.

ABSTRACT: Organized around anthropological concepts and concerns,
this manual is designed for various categories of Americans working
to introduce new ideas and techniques to cultures other than their
own. The first two chapters provide an introduction to cultural
problem in general and a description of the concept of culture,
including the effects of race, language, and environment on cultural
progress plus the conservatism, values, and integration found in all

culture. Other chapters treat unplanned changes in culture, major
factors relevant to planned cultural change, shared characteristics
of all or most underdeveloped areas. American cultural values and
assumptions that affect interaction between overseas change agents and
members of other societies, field problems encountered by innovators,
and social science research methods that can be adapted to their needs.
The document includes a bibliography, an index, 42 references, and a
selected list of case histories of socioeconomicchangep rojects. it

is available from the Aldine Publishing Company, 320 West Adams Street,
Chicago, Illinois 60606 (ly) AC 002 150.

2, Chorafas, Dimitris N. DEVELOPING THE INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE. AMA

RESEARCH STUDY, 83. American Management Association, Inc. 1967.

96 pages.

ABSTRACT: This study was based on interviews and correspondence with
executives, government officials, academicians, and other authorities
on international management. Of the 270 men who participated, 233

were personally interviewed. They represented 188 organizations from
Europe, the Far East, the Middle East, South America, and the United
States. The research was reported under the following headings--
(1) the role of the international company, (2)what is an international
executive? (3) where do international executives come from? (4) world-
wide executive development, (5) approaches to management appraisal and
inventory, (6) executive development from the European points of view,
(7) executive development from the American point of view, and (8) the
forgotten men in international operations. A selected bibliography

was included in the report. (sg) AC 001 364.

3. Dance, Frank E. and others COMMUNICATION TRAINING FOR ROLE TRANSFORMATION,
THE PREPARATION OF RETURNED PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERS FOR TRAINING PROJECT
STAFF ROLES. Speech Communication Center, Wisconsin University,

Milwaukee. 1966. 100 pages.

ABSTRACT: During June 1966 over 100 Returned Peace Corps Volunteers
(RPCVs) participated in the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Speed)
Communication Center RPCV Discussion Leaders' Orientation Project. The
Project consisted of seminars designed to assist the RPCVs accept and
adapt to their new roles as training project staff members. In this

report are (I) a brief developmental history of
descriptions of the development of the individual small groups within
each seminar (3) and analysis of the program evaluations,
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(4) recommendations for further research, projects, and changes
in the preparation of RPCVs for staff training roles involving
discussion facilitation, and (5) broad conclusions. The Speech
Communication Center staff judged the seminars successful. Pro-
ject staff members are listed. Appendixes include questionnaire
forms and tests used to evaluate the project, syllabuses, a list
of unit library reading materials and handouts, selected cases
written by the RPCVs at the training site, selected cases discussed,
unstructured participant evaluations of the project, and tables
showing results of statistical analysis of evaluation data. (rt)
EDRS order number:ED 017 852, Price MF-$0.50, HC-$4.08.

4. Danielson, Jack LIVE SIMULATION OF AFFECT-LADEN CULTURAL COGNITIONS.
Human Resources Research Office, George Washington University. 1967.
17 pages.

ABSTRACT: The model of simulation proposed allows one to dovetail
the needs of research, i.e., unified treatment exposure across
occupational positions and host countries, specification of interim
criteria, and experimental control over "live" variables, with the
needs of training and economy of implementation. In view of the
notable lack of reliable data in the literature on the efficiency
of most such training procedures and our relative ignorance of the
parameters which control such desired change (conditions, inciden-
tally, which can be expected to reinforce each other), the oppor-
tunities for investigation afforded by this simulation model, both
practical and basic, would seem to constitute a cogent argument for
its wider application. Availability: Published in The Journal of
Conflict Resolution, v11 n3 p 312-24 Sept. 1967. (author) AC 003 660.

5. Eachus, Herbert T. and King, Philip H. ACQUISITION AND RETENTION OF
CROSS-CULTURAL INTERACTION SKILLS THROUGH SELF-CONFRONTATION. Aero-
space Medical Research Labs., Wright-Patterson AFB (Ohio). Final

Report April 1965- September 1965. May 1966. 69 pages.

ABSTRACT: An experiment tested the nelative effectiveness of teo
techniques for training United States Air Force military advisors
in cross cultural communication skills. Retention of skills over
time and effects of attitude on learning were also studied. Sub-
jects played 1-1. role of an Air Force Captain interacting with a
foreign counterpart, played by a confederate of the experimenters.
Subjects were to perform 57 distinct behaviors appropriate to the
situation. Each had received a positive, neaative, or neutral
impression of the counterpart's fictitious culture. The 66 male
subjects were divided into two groups and taught the desired be-
haviors either by extensive reading of training manuals followed
by three role-playing sessions or by less reading but with self-
confrontation by a videotape replay between successive role-play
trials. Subjects performed the same role again either one day,
one week, or two weeks following initial training. Self-confron-
tation proved superior to reading in training the desired behaviors.
Subjects with positive attitudes tdward the culture learned fastest.
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Retention of skills learned through self-confrontation was high.
(Document includes a discussion of planned future research and a
bibliography). CFSTI order number: AD 637 719, Price MF-$0.65
HC-$3.00

6. Eachus, Herbert:T. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS APPROACHES TO TRAINING FOR
CULTURE-CONTACT- -Final report. Aerospace Med Research Lat., Wright-
Patterson, AF8, Ohio. March 1967. 16 pages. Bibliography, pp.9 -11.

ABSTRACT: A comparative analysis was made of several approaches to
training for cross-cultural interaction by U.S. military personnel.
Two major opposing scientific conceptualizations of training for
culture-contact are discussed. Training objectives are presented
with consideration of self-confrontation as a training technique.
Self-confrontation through videotape and analysis of role-playing
has been shown experimentally to train for interaction skills in
a cross-cultural setting and to result in retention of these skills
for considerable periods of ti9e (ja) AC 000 641.

7. Eachus, Herber,1T. SYMPOSIUM ON CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING, PRACTICE
AND FEEDBACK VARIABLES IN THE TRAINING OF CROSS-CULTURAL INTER-
ACTION SKILLS. Paper presented at the annual convention of the
American Psychological Association (74th, New York City, Sept.1966
Aerospace Medical Research Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. Sept.5,
1966. 18 pages:

ABSTRACT: An experiment was conducted by the Air Force Mobile
Training Team to assess the relative effectiveness of two techniques
for training military advisors in effective interpersonal relations
with those foreign nationals with whom they deal. Retention of
skills over time and effects of attitudes on learning were also
studied. A role playing technique was used for training. One group
was trained by extensive reading of training manuals followed by
three role-playing sessions. Another group was trained by less read-
ing but with self-confrontation via videotape feedback during the
intertrial periods. Trainees were instilled with either positive,
neutral, or negative attitudes toward the foreigh culture. The
results of training were tested by performances after one day, one
week, or two weeks following initial training. Self-confrontation
proved superior to manual reading in training desired behaviors. Sub-
jects with positive attitudes learned at the highest rate. Retention
of skills learned through self-confrontation was high. A discussion
of planned future research on cross-cultural training techniques and
programs was included. (rt) AC 001 469.
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8. Education and World Affairs THE UNIVERSITY LOOKS ABROAD, APPROACHES
TO WORLD AFFAIRS AT SIX AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES. New York 1965.
300 pages.

ABSTRACT: Education and World Affairs, a private nonprofit educa-
tional organization devoted to the review, analysis, and assess-
ment of the directions univeristies are moving in world affairs
programs, has reviewed the involvement in world affairs of six
American univertities--Stanford, Michigan State, Tulane, Wisconsin,
Cornell, and Indiana. Included in each review are the history of
the university, its international programs and foreign students,
area studies,lresearch and technical assistance programs abroad,.on
campus programs linked to foreign affairs, library resources, and
course offerings including those in foreign languages. In the final
chapter, issues and problems brought about by post-war changes in
the international responsibilities of universities (such as leader-
ship, feedback, internationalizing the curriculum, foreign students,
overseas contract operations, and institutional collaboration) are
discussed. The document includes a selected bibliography. This
document isavai lable from Walker and Co., New York. (aj) AC 002 151.

9. Elliott, William Y. EDUCATION AND THAINING iN THE DEVELOPING COUNTIES,
THE ROLE OF U.S. FOREIGN AID. Appendixes. 1966. 416 pages.

ABSTRACT: In this collection of studies of foreign aid as an in-
strument of United States foreign policy, the underlying problems
of training and educational assistance to developing nations are
discussed, together with useful forms of participation by the Fed-
eral government, American and foreign universities, foundations
and private enterprise, and national military establishments.
Existing approaches to foreign aid are examined, and-specific sug-
gestions for policies and programs in international education are
offered. (Efforts in adult education, for example should concen-
trate on imparting a sense of the possibilities inherent in educa-
tional and economic development, building literacy and vocational
skills, and promoting community development.) The principal theme
is that economic development, stability, and true independence in
the developing nations depend on rapid advances in recruiting and
training indigenous leaders in politics, administration, education,
and technology. (Also included are appendixes, a discussion of
Peace Corps activities and training objectives, and accounts of
supervisory and industrial training in Venezuela and in India,tea-
cher training in Nigeria, university assistance in Brazil and
Pakistan, and military sponsored national development.) (Available
for $7.50 from Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., Ill Fourth Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10003) (1y) AC 000 663.

10. Fiedler, Fred E. and Triandis, Harry C, COMMUNICATION, COOPERATION,
AND NEGOTIATION IN CULTURALLY HETEROGENEOUS GROUPS. Quarterly re-
port. Illinois University Urbana Group Effectiveness Research Lab.
Jan. 1968. 19 pages.
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ABSTRACT: Studies concern the development of basic data on
semantic features and culturally significant behavior, the dylamics
of interactions in negotiation and bargaining, the effect of task
structure on group climate and group interaction and relevant method-
ological issues. The two major studies which are currently H pro-
gress concern a comparison of training by means of Culture Assimilators
and essays, as well as a concurrent comparison of training materiels
developed by means of the methods which have been developed by Triandis
and by Osgood. The second major study involved the developmett of an,
Iran Culture Assimilator and a field experiment to evaluate its effect
on interactions of Americans and Iranians in cooperative and legotiation
tasks. CFST1 order number AD 664 681. Price MF-$0.65, HC-$3.00.

11. Fiedler, Fred E. THE EFFECT OF CULTURE TRAINING ON LEADERSHIP
ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE AND ADJUSTMENT. Illinois University
Urbana Department of Psychology. 1968. 13 pages.

ABSTRACT: Training and preparation are required in order to work
successfully in another culture. A number of such training programs
have been developed for this purpose. Some of them, like Foreign
Service or Peace Corps training, require several months; otherssuch
as those in some business organizations, involve orientation courses
of several weeks. There is, however, a need for the type of orien-
tation which can be compressed into the space of a few hours. The
need for such a program is particularly acute for the officer who
suddenly finds himself en route to a foreign assignment, or for the
government official or business executive who simply cannot spare the
weeks or months to prepare himself for each and every culture within which
he must perform effectively. An attempt was made to develop a culture
training program which would'provide the individual some familiarity
with the host culture within the space of hours--if necessary on the
place to his destination. (Author) CFST1 order number AD 670 754.
Price MF-$0.65, HC-$3.00.

12. Foa, Uriel 3. and Chemers, Martin M. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF ROLE BEHAVIOR
DIFFERENTIATION FOR CROSS-CULTURAL INTERACTION TRAINING. Illinois
University, Urbana. Dept. of Psychology. U.S Office of the Surgeon
General, Washington. March 1966. 27 pages Illus.

ABSTRACT: A cross-cultural difference important to thu working of a
culturally heterogeneous group is that of role differentiation. One

hypothesis is that traditional cultures stress differentiation of roles
in the same system (such as the family system), while modern cultures
stress differentiation of comparable roles of different systems (such
as fatner-son role in the family system and employer-employee in the
work system). This hypothesis was tested by the use of a training
program composed of 55 cross-cultural interpersonal problem episodes
to be interpreted, for causes of conflict, by the trainee. The re-
sults support the hypothesis and show the importance of role differ-
entiation in cross-cultural training. Proposals are made for system-
atizing the training program. (ja) AC 000 642.
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13. Foster, Robert J. and Danielian, Jack AN ANALYSIS OF HUMAN
RELATIONS TRAINING AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR OVERSEAS PERFORMANCE.
George Washington University, Washington. HumRRO. U.S. Dept. of
the Army. Otfice, Chief of Re'searcn and Development. August 1966.
38 Pages. Illus. fs. Bibliography pp. 33-36.

ABSTRACT: Evidence indicates that the nature of,overseas work
requires an increased emphasis on the people-related functions
of job performance, the importance of which is further accentuated
by the contrast between American and non-American values, assump-
tions, and perceptions, upon which effective communications and
interpersonal behavior depend. Existing knowledge and experience in
human relations training are reviewed to determine relevance to pre-
paring personnel for the cross-cultural aspects of overseas assign-
ments. T-group training techniques, role playing, and case study are
examined. Each is treated with respect to (1) a general description,
(2) evidence as to its effectiveness, (3) its applications in area
training, and (4) possible modifications for use in +raining people
for overseas work. Document includes 64 references. (1y) AC 000 126.

14. Foster, Robert J. and OINan, David T. SOME RESOURCES FOR AREA TRAINING.
George Washington University, Washington, D.C. HumRRO. Sept. 1967:

ABSTRACT: This report lists resources that may be useful to individ-
uals responsible for area training programs, especially if the trainees
are being sent to developing nations. Part 1 gives descriptions,
source data, and evaluative information about films likely to be of
more than average value in area training. It also contains items con-
cerned with technical assistance, development, social change, and
cross cultural communication. Part 11 lists some novels that capture
the attitudes, feelings and aspirations of other cultures. The first
two parts are classified primarily by cultural-geographic areas and
by country. They include--Africa, Middle East, Asia, Latin America,
Pacific Islands, and 14,est Indies. Part III is an annotated list of
readings which describe and analyze American values in ways that may
enable the reader to become more sensitive to the values and assump-
tions which determine his behavior. Part IV describes several organi-
zations and publications, other than novels or movies, which provide
information about sources of area training materials. CFST1 order
number 660 057, MF-$0.65, HC-$3.00.

15. Frandsen, Kenneth D. and Dance, Frank E. PEACE CORPS DISCUSSION
LEADERS' TRAMING UNIT, TRAINING EVALUATION STUDY. Part I. Wis7
consin University, Milwaukee, Speech Communication Center. Peace
Corps, Washington, D.C. September 1965. 85 pages.

ABSTRACT: This is part one of a report on discussion leadership
training conducted by the Speech Communication Center of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin (Milwaukee), during June 1965 to equip returned
Peace Corps volunteers to serve as facilitators of Peace Corps
trainee small group discussions. The goals of small group dis-
cussion are to integrate theory and behavior, to develop personal
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flexibility and openness in trainees, and to-increase the -raineest
tolerance for frustration. Scores, ratings, and written and oral
comments were used to assess the effects of the course on -he role
perception of the participants , amounts and kinds of know.edge
gained in small group discussion behavior and leadership, and par-
ticipant satisfaction with the training unit. The program was
generally well received by the participants, ano met staff ex-
pectations on all dimensions. It was recommended that several
participants be chosen at random to make an additional evaluation
of the program and that, if the initial success of the training
unit should be confirmed, such training should be offered on a
systematic basis. (The document includes the syllabus, case studies,
tests and questionnaires, and comments.) (1y) EDRS order number:
ED 017 842, Price MF-$0.50, HC-$3.48

16. George Washington University BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIONS, HUMAN
RESOURCES RESEARCH OFFICE, AS OF 30 JUNE 1966(AND) INTERIM
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIONS, 1 JULY TO 31 DECEMBER 1966. Washington,
D.C. HumRRO. Dept. of the Army, Washington, D.C. Chief of Research
and Development. March 1967. 254 pages.

ABSTRACT: The Human Resources Research Office (HumRRO) bibliography
proper, covering publications up to 30 June 1966, has three main
sections-a separate listing of Fiscal Year 1966 publications arranged
chronologically under code name or research area, or in a general
section (titles grouped by HumRRO, professional, or military origin)
a cumulation of all HumRRO publications including current research,
and a listing of such research by-products as specific training pro-
grams, technical manuals, and training items for new equipment. These
are briefly described under research code names or general categories,
with citation of publications to which they are related. Also in this
document are author and keyword-in-context (KWIC) indexes, appendixes,
and ite interim bibliography, which includes Defence Documentation
Ceater (AD) numbers wherever applicable. (1y). AC 001 413.

17. George Washington University INTERIM BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIONS
1 JULY TO 31 DECEMBER 1967. Feb. 1968. 15 pages.

ABSTRACT: The bibliography provides information about publications
of the human Resources Research Office from 1 July to 31 December
1967. It is supplemental to the cumulative listing, and'entries will
be integrated with the annual cumulative listing as of 30 June 1968.
The entries are listed chronologically under the Work Units, Basic
Research Studies, Exploratory Studies, and Technical Advisory Service
to which they relate. Items not related to any specific research
effort are listed chronologically in the general section (Author)
CFSTI order number AD 667 823 Price MF-$0.65, HC-$3.00.
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18. Grace, Gloria L. and Hofland, N.A. MULTIMEDIA TRAINING FOR CROSS-
CULTURAL INTERACTION. Systems Development Corporation, Santa
Monica, California April 1967. 21 pages.

ABSTRACT: In addition to technical knowledge, cross-cultural
inieraction skiiis are required by Americans for successful
overseas missions. Since cross-cultural experience is not
readily available in the United States, a practical training
program is required to develop necessary skills and attitudes.
Training material packages, notably the self-contained PACKAGE
(Planned Aids for Cross-Cultural Knowledge, Action, and Growth in
Effectiveness), have been developed by the Systems Development
Corporation. Typical elements areleader's manual, interaction
maps (student planning guides), picture cards, film strips, audio
tapes, video tapes, radio programs, motion pictures, synthetic
situation settings, question and answer discussion aids, and work-
sheets for independent study. Content units consist of general
principles, American foreign and domestic policy, area study, and
language study. An instructor acting as a leader can tratn his
students by following the directions and using the materials pro-
vided. His full effort can be given to guiding the student.
CFSTI order number AD 651 574, Price MF-$0.65, HC-$3.00.

19. Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry, Inc. PSYCHIATRY AND PUBLIC
AFFAIRS, REPORTS AND SYMPOSIA OF THE GROUP FOR THE ADVANCEMENT
OF PSYCHIATRY. New York. 1966. 477 pages.

ABSTRACT: The reports and symposia comprising this volume concern
the appliCation of psychiatric principles to broad social problems
and issues--racial segregation and desegregation, international
and cross cultural relations, psychological attitudes and adaptation
in new situations (specifically, overseas employment), metho'ds, tech-
niques, and uses of forceful indoctrination, the psychological and
medical aspects of the use of atomic energy, and the prevention of
nuclear war. Also included are bibliographies, a statement of pur-
pose, and lists o; members and committees of the Group for the Ad-
vancement of Psychiatry. This document is available from Aldine
Publishing Company, Chicago. (1y) AC 001 759.

20. - Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry, Inc. WORKING ABROAD, A
,DISCUSSION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL ATTITUDES AND ADAPTATION IN NEW
SITUATIONS. 1966. 43 pages.

ABSTRACT: This report, part of a larger work compiled by the Group
for the Advancement of Psychiatry, investigates the special psycho-
logical problems of persons working overseas and discusses recommend-
ations on how to meet these problems. Motives and expectations, en-
vironmental changes and "culture shock," the role of the family,
varying patterns of service (notably the United States Foreign Ser-
vice, technical assistance, voluntary agencies, and business), and
individual personality are seen as crucial to satisfaction or stress
overseas. (Excerpts from letters by a technical consultant illustrate

56 factors in successful adaptation.) A great need is indicated for
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improved personnel selectionprocedures, through orientation and
specific area training before departure, and adequate preventative
and remedial mental health measures and services overseas. A
unified Foreign Service center for training, consultation, and re-
search is also called for. The document inciudes 25 references
and statistical data on American overseas personnel. This document
is Chapter 5 of PSYCHIATRY AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS, by the Group for the
Advancement of Psychiatry, Inc. It is available from the Aldine
Publishing Company, 320 West Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois 60606.
(ly) AC 001 760.

21. Haigh, Gerard. FIELD TRAINING IN HUMAN RELATIONS FOR THE PEACE CORPS.
Psychologica' Service Associates, Los Angeles, California. 1966.
II pages.

ABSTRACT: Field training conducted in 1962 by Arizona State Uni-
versity for 53 potential Peace Corps volunteers was designed to
increase human relations skills, i.e., awareness of the impact of
their feelings and motives on interpersonal relationships, and
awareness of their own ways, and of alternative methods, of hand-
ling interpersonal conflict. In addition to undergoing the usual
Peace Corps training, the trainees lived and worked with Pimas,
Maricopas, and Navajos and participated in small group discussions
and role playing related to their day to day experiences. Almost
all (95 percent) or the trainees evaluated the program favorably
in terms of gains in understanding of, and empathy with, the host
population, and awareness of how their own motives, feelings, and
cultural values contribute to conflict. Reports from overseas a
year later underscored the effectiveness of this phase of train-
ing. Document includes 3 references. This article appeared in
The Journal of Social Psychology, 68/3-13, 1966. (ly) AC 000 662.

22. Haines, Donald B. and Eachus, Herbert 5. A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF
ACQUIRING CROSS-CULTURAL INTERACTION SKILLS THROUGH SELF.,CON-
FRONTATION. Fintl Report July 1964-August 1964. Aerospace
Medical Research Labs., Wright-Patterson AFB (Ohio). Sept. 1965.
41 pages.

ABSTRACT: An experiment carried out to assess the relative effect-
iveness of two methods of tra;ning United Slates Air Force military
advisors in cross-cultural skills required subjects to play the role
of an American Air Force Captain who had to interact, in specified
ways, with a foreign counterpart played by an actor. A list of 34
behaviors appropriate to the situation and fictitious culture were
provided, including actions and gesturesboth similar to those in
our own society and considerably different. Twenty-three male sub-
jects were divided into control and experimental groups and taught
the desired behaviors by two methods--(1) verbal coaching after a
role-playing session and (2) self-confrontation by.,a videotape raf.--t)'
play after a mle-playing session. Considerable improvement resulted
from these methods. The experiment confirmed the effectiveness of
self-confrontation as a training technique for the rapid acquisition

of complex and subt!e skills of interaction, an area of difficulty 57
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encountered by Air Force advisors on counterinsurgency training
missions. Suggestions for further research on self-confrontation
as a training technique are made. CFSTI order number AD 624 123.
Price MF-$0.65, HC-$3.00.

23. Haines, Donald B. TTA1NING FOR CULTURE-CONTACT AND INTUACTION
SKILLS. Aerospace Medical Research Labs., Wright-Patterscn AFB
(Ohio). December 1964. 26 pages.

ABSTRACT: Many United States Air Force training missions abroad
are short and depend upon close, intensive interaction between
the American advisor and his counterpart, making it necessary for
the American to establish rapport quickly and to communicate
efficiently. It hes been assumed that an American skilled in his
job and in the language of the host country could, with correct
motivation, successfully carry mit his mission. Such is not the
case. Skill is also required in the other person's customs, habits,
taboos, mannerisms, and gestures, which have traditionally been
taught by briefings or lectures. This report outlines a procedure
for collecting in the field those cross-cultural behaviors most
critical for the success of the advisory mission and describes a
means of categorizing these behaviors for incorporation into a
training program. Those behaviors requiring passive knowledge may
easily be taught by traditional lectures and handbooks. Others
may be tauoht by programed materials, while some require more
elaborate teaching methods. A method for teaching interaction
skills using a videao tape recorder is presented. Subjects placed
in simulated advisor-advisee roles learn critical skills through
self-confrontation with video-aural playback of their behavior.
(aj) CFST1 AD 611 022 Price MF-$0.65, HC-$3.00.

24. Harrison, Ro-Qr and Hopkins, Richard L. THE DESIGN OF CROSS-
CULTURAL TRAINING, AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE UNIVERSITY MODEL. Decem-
ber- 1967. 30 pages.

ABSTRACT: Returned Peace Corps Volunteers note that their train-
ing experiences, however interesting or well presented, did not
prepare them for the total life they had to lead overseas. This
paper examines :this discontent by dissecting the relationships
between the ends and means of training for cross-cultural perfor-
mance. The analysis leads to the conclusion that the traditional
methods of higher education are not well suited to training for
application in any situat7;a requiring the ability to adapt to or
to act in unfamiliar and ambiguous social situations (such as
community development or community action work, especially when
such work is with the disadvantaged, or in institutional subcultures
that differ basically from the "outside world.") Further objectives
of this paper are to present a conception of some learning processes
that can lead to the ability to cope with ambiguity and to take
action under stress, to present some design principles for such
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training, and to specify the kinds of skills and competen:e
needed to design and operate etrective cross-cultural train-
ing programs. A Peace Corps training program in which scrne ofthese design principles were tested is described. (This articleappeared in THE JOURNAL OF APPLIED BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE, Volume3, Number 4, Oct/Nov/Dec, 1967, pagee 431-460) (aj) AC 002 075.

25. Harrison, Roger and Hopkins, Richard L. THE DESIGN OF CROSS-
CULTURAL TRAINING, WITH EXAMPLES FROM THE PEACE CORPS. NEA,Washirgton. National Training Laboratories. 1966. 60 pages.

ABSTRACT: Three articles on the design of cross-cultural trainingwith theexamples from the Peace Corps. Harrison points out the
inapplicability of the current training for overseas service
dissenting the relationship between its end and means. He arguesthat the methods of higher education are not applicable to the
situation which requires the ability to adapt to unfamiliar and
aMbiguous. social situations. Training designs only for under-standing are not enough. They must require the person to experi-
ence emotional impact of phenomena with which he is dealing and
to translate ideas and vatues into direct action, with risks.
Hopkins states that the trainee has not really been trained for
the life in the Peace Corps and then suggests that it is necessary
to work toward the creation of an environment which will rewardcreativity. In his second paper, Hopkins describes a successful
training program at Camp Crozier, in which the efforts of theteacher: were dinacted toward activating a will to learn in thetrainee and toward creating an environment to sustain spontaneouslearning. (sm) EDRS order number ED 011 103, Price MF-$0.50,
HC-$2.40.

26. Hitchin, David E. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS EDUCATION, THE EXECUTIVE'S
VIEWPOINT, A REPORT ON A SURVEY OF NEEDS. February 1968. 7 pages.

ABSTRACT: International business organizations and intercollegiate
conferences have provided most information regarding goals and
objectives of international business education. Twenty-five topexecutives of such international corporations as Union Carbide,
Merck, and IBM, were interviewed to help plan the International
Business Program at University of Kansas. Suggestions are givenfor three job assignments--

(I)InternationalSpecialists-profession-als who perform their functions during the start-up stages of a
foreign enterprise, (2) The Key Administrator Abroad who implementshome policy and procedures through negotiation with the local govern-ment, union, and business

representatives, and (3) The Chief Inter-
national Executive who is responsible for planning, coordinating
and controlling activities x)f.each foreign affiliate and integratingthese with domestic enterprise.. The, mostjmportp0-uPiXerOJY Pro7asirgrams and activities identified were those that developed an aware-ness of culturally bound attitudes--such as study and travel abroad,
comparative courses in economics, science, and law, and sensitivity
training in groups which include

foreign students.
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This article appeared in TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT JOURNAL, Volume
22, Number 2, February, 1968. (pt) AC 002 132.

27. Hoehn, Arthur J. THE DESIGN OF CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING FOR MILITARY
ADVISOR. (HumRRO Professional Papers). George Washington Uni-
versity, Washington. HumRRO. 1966. 9 Pages.

ABSTRACT: Factors which make the foreign advisor's assignment
quite different from typical military assignments include the
unusual physical and cultural setting, the unfamiliar functions
to be performed, and the complex intercultural, international,
interorganizational, and interpersonal aspects of the job. Ade-
quate preparation requires high-order knowledge and skills which
can be developed only by adoption of new perspectives for area
training. These new perspectivesrelate not only to objectives
and content but also to the overall plan for programing area
training into the larger pattern of education and training span-
ning the military officer's career. (aj). AC 001 175.

28. Hoehn, Arthur J. THE NEED FOR INNOVATIVE APPROACHES FOR TRAINING
IN INTER-CULTURAL INTERACTION. George Washington University,
Alexandria, Va. Human Resources Research Office. March 1968.
13 pages.

ABSTRACTS: There is growing acceptance of the view that per-
sonnel being assigned overseas require some special preparation
for the inter-cultural aspects of such assignments. At present
such training generally takes the form of short pre-departure
orientation programs designed to provide a fund of relevant in-
formation. This paper points to the limitations of such ar approach,
suggests some of the alternative objectives of inter-cultural train-
ing, describes some current efforts toward new techniques, and points
to the need for empirical assessment of the training value of the
new approaches and techniques. (Author). CFST1 Order number:
AD 667 821, Price MF-$0.65, HC-$3.00.

29. King, Philip H. A SUMMARY OF RESEARCH IN TRAINING FOR ADVISORY ROLES
IN OTHER CULTURES BY THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES LABORATORY. Final

Report 1963-1966. Aerospace Medical Research Labs., Wright-
Patterson AFB (Ohio) September 1966. 10 pages.

ABSTRACT: Due to the need for improved interpersonal relations
between United States Air Force technical advisors overseas and
the indigenous per:nns with whom they work, a research program
has been establishe to improve methods for training cross-cultural
communicative skill . This research is divided into four parts--
(1) identificatio. in the field of critical incidents and analysis
of interactions between Americans and native persons, (2) develop-
ment, testing, and evaluation of means of collecting information on
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other cultures, and (3) development in the laboratory of:nem
training programs, using Air Force personnel in actual operational
contexts. This study compared two training methods for leaching
cnoss-cultural interaction skills. Subjects trained undEr
self-confrontation (viewing videotape recordings of their per-
formances in role-play bituations) learned faster and atiained a
higher terminal level of performance than subjects who received
a standard training manual to read. Subjects with positive
attitudes toward the foreign culture learned faster than subjects
with neutral or negative attitudes. Retention of skills learned
tnrough self-confrontation was high over a two week interval. A
discussion of future research employing videotape and the self-
confrontation phenomenon is given. CFSTI order number: AD 648 517.
Price MF$0.65, HC-$3.00.

30. Melching, William H. and Nelson, Frank B, THE INFLUENCE OF PRACTICE
FRAMES AND VERBAL ABILITY ON PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION PERFORMANCE.
George Washington University, Washington, HumRRO. U.S. Dept. of
the Army, Washington. January 1966. 24 pages illustration.

ABSTRACT: A program in counterinsurgency was analyzed into
teaching and practice frames and 2 program versions prepared,
I containing both teaching and practice frames, an. I contain-
only teaching frames. These were administered to 32 enlisted men
representing 2 levels of verbal ability. On completing the pro-
gram, each subject was administered 3 types of achievement test.
Learning time and number or errors were obtained. The presence
of practice frames was found to be influential only on a written
recall type of test, where they enabled subjects to proceed
through the program at a faster rate per frame, make fewer pro-
gram errors, and score higher. Practice frames increased the
total program learning time. Verbal ability was found to have a
significant effect on performance on each type of achievement
test and on both measures of performance. (ja) AC 000 540.

31. Mill, Cyril R. and Clee, Jan E. ASSESSMENT OF INTERCULTURAL EXPERI-
ENCE OF ASIAN VISITORS TO THE UNITED STNTES OF AMERICA, Alexandria,
Va., May 10-13, 1966. (NTL. Applications of human relations
laboratory training,4). National Edrcation Association. National
Training Laboratories United States. State Dept. Bureau of Cul-
tural Affairs, sponsor. June 1966. 23 pages.

ABSTRACT: The Bureau of Cultural Affairs of the State Department
has been obtaining an evaluation of the experience of foreign
visitors to this country through personal interviews, questionnaires,
and group interviews. This project experimented with the laboratory
method in the belief that information of great richness could be
retrieved. The participants were nine English-speaking Asians,
officials in colleges in India and Nepal. The Aesign of the, 3-day
residential program included an-evening* of-hancrlifig anxieties;
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day of T group experience, a review of the taped record of this
experience, and a brainstorming session where elements of their
visit were itemized and categorized. These comments were then
taped. Categories included--preparation for the seminar, selec-
tion of participants, travel arrangements, academic program,
visits to schools, colleges, homes, and so forth. The group
discussed items which probably would not have been forthcoming
through other evaluation techniques. The openness and richness
of comments speak well for using laboratory training as a means
of retrieving this kind of information. (eb) EDRS order number:
ED 012 404, Price MF-$0.25, HC-$0.92.

32. Mial, H. Curtis, LEADERSHIP TRAINING PROGRAM FOR SELECTED AFRICAN
HEALTH SPECIALISTS, Washington, D.C. Sept. 12-24, 1965. (NTL
Applications of human relations laboratory training, 3). Nation-
al Education Association. National Training Laboratories. May
1966. 22 pages.

A3STRACT: The Agency for International Development has been
training African health specialists in the United States but
leadership training has been given little attention. Such
training should help him overcome differences between modern
techno:ogy and traditional customs, define organizational role,
resolve status differences, and get cooperative effort from
organization members. A ten-day residential program was set
up at the University of Maryland for 16 health specialists from
Ethiopia, Sudan, Liberia, Sierra Leone, and the Congo. This
preliminary report focuses on staff and participant evaluation
of the program. Outcomes of the training were examined through
participants' evaluation of the administration of the program
(such as selection of-participants, orientation, timing, and
laboratory design), through problem analysis material (T group
problems and back-home problems) from a group studying force
field analysis, the four training staff members' subjective
opinions on the changes taking place in the T groups, and a one-
day recorded staff evaluation session. It is recommendad that
follow-up and support of participants be included after laboratory
training. Further evaluation will result from data obtained after
participants have been at home for some months. (eb). EDRS order
number: ED 012 403, Price MF$0.25, HC-$ 0.88.

33. Niehoff, Arthur H. and Anderson, J. Charnel. A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
OF CORSS-CULTURAL CHANGE PROJECTS (Research memorandum). George
Washington University, Washington. HumRRO. Task CIVIC. U.S. Dept.
of the Army, Washington. October 1964. 32 pages.

ABSTRACT: Prepared as a guide to the literature for technical
change ajents, and useful also for social science students inter-
ested in directed cultural change, this is a selected list of
materials available up to May, 1964 in libraries in the Washington
area. Selections were made on basis of adequacy for analytic
purposes, principally to determine factors responsible for accept-

62 ance or rejection of new ideas and techniques. (eb) AC 000 291.



34. Pagano, Jules. EDUCATION IN THE PEACE CORPS, EVOLVING CONCEPTS444
OF VOLUNTEER TRAINING (CSLEA. Notes and essays on education
for adults, 48). Center for the Study of Liberal Education for
Adults, Brookline, Mass. 1965. 64 pages.

ABSTRACT: The fundamental principle of Peace corps Volunteer
training--total cultural immersion--is achieved through direct
teaching and field experience. Trainees learn language (through
intensive audiolingual thods, bringing language learning into
every aspect of life at the training site), customs (through role
playing and cross cultural studies), and attitudes (through dis-
cussion with staff who have lived in the country to be served).
Returning volunteers, after being trained as discussion leaders,
have become outstanding teachers in the training programs, e'ress-
ing the need for social research for effective community develop-
ment. In-house training,in which training is entirely run by the
Peace Corps, has been tried as an alternative to university-
sponsored training, and advanced training for college juniors has
begun. Peace Corps training methods have implications for train-
ing workers with adults from foreign cultures(especiaily teaching
English as a foreign language), and from disadvantaged groups, and
have proved that young people can become successful teachers of
adults. (Document includes a role playing exercise, a case study
for Latin America, a proposal for a school to develop personnel
for international service, and notes.) This document is also
available, for $1.50 from the Center for the Study of Liberal
Education for Adults, 138 Mbuntfort St., Brookline, Mass. 02146
(aj) EDRS order number: ED 015 433, Price MF$0.50, HC-$2.56.

35. Peace Corps, PEACE CORPS, CONGRESSIONAL PRESENTATION, FISCAL YEAR
1.967. Washington, D.C. May 1966. 133 pages.

ABSTRACT: This repoil to Congress discussos the history, financial
policy, volunteer programs, and rationale of the Peace Corps, with
emphasis on plans to improve training and expand its program. Peace
Corps teaching, community development, agricultural development,
and health education in various developing countries are reviewed
and evaluatee A proposal (including budget; recruitment and
personnel policy, and training curriculum is set forth for a part-
nership exchange, and an Exchange Peace Corps, in which foreign
volunteers would contribute to the social and educational develop.=
ment of host communities by teaching native languages and cultures
and assisting VISTA volunteers. The 1965 and 1966 Peace Corps
budgets, and proposed 1967 budget of $112,150,000 for basic Peace
Corps work (Title I) and for the proposed exchange and volunteer
programs (Titles II and 111) include volunteer and project costs
(pretraining, training, overseas costs, allowances, research) and
administrative expenses (personnel, maintainance, supplies, and
equipment, testing travel and transportation, etc.). The document
includes statistical program summaries and volunteer and trainee
data. (1y) EDRS order number: ED 012 410, Price MF$0.75, HC-$5.32.
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36. Reser, John R. INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY, 1967, 2 (I),
59-67. (Western Behavioral Sciences Inst., LaJolla, California.
1967. 9 pages.

ABSTRACT: Cross-cultural simulation research offers promise
for understanding complex social situations. Simulation re-
search must be improved by: (I) conforming simulation models
more closely to issues faced in the "real" world, and (2)
selecting Ss in such a way that their responses will be similar
to their real world counterparts. Collaboration among scholars
from various nations may help in answering, "How can the plur-
alism among the nations of men be used as a basis for community
rather than chaos?" (19 ref.) AC 003 658.

37. Shea, Donald R. THE PREPARATION OF PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERS naR
OVERSEAS SERVICE CHALLENGE AND RESPONSE. May 1966. 17 pages.

ABSTRACT: In order to be selected to serve abroad, Peace Corps
Volunteers have first to complete successfully an intensive train-
ing program designed to develop attitudes, knowledge, and skills
necessary for effective overseas service. The great majority of
these training programs have been conducted by colleges and uni-
versities. It has been a great challenge both to the Peace Corps
and to higher education to work together to develop training pro-
grams which would prepare the Volunteers for their work in a _

vastly different culture. Although, initially, universities en-
countered great difficulties in administering successful training
programs, the experience gained has resulted in considerable im-
provement in the techniques of instruction and content of the
training programs. Peace Corps learned in developing effective,
interdisciplinary educational programs for Volunteers'have had a
beneficial impact on the regular instructional programs of many
universities. Both higher education and the Peace Corps have
benefited from their educational partnership, which is likely to
become even more mutually productive in the future. This article
appeared in THE ANNALS of the AMERICAN ACADEMY of POLITICAL and
SOCIAL SCIENCE, 365 129-45, May 1966. AC 001 345.

38. Stern, GeOrge G. and others. PEACE CORPS, EVALUATION OF PEACE CORPS
TRAINING PROGRAM, SOME PSYCHOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PEACE
CORPS TRAINING UNITS AND TRAINEES. Final Report. Syracuse Univ.,
Syracuse, N.Y. Psychological Research Center. Peace Corps,
Washington, D.C. PC-(W)-273. March 1966. 2u3 pages.
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ABSTRACT: A quantitative comparison of the psychological charac-
teristics of Peace Corps training units and trainees was made to
provide a basis for rating program quality, establishing uniform
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training objectives and procedures, enabling traim1ngin,''4.1"4
stitutions to identify and improve areas of weakness, and
selecting trainees. An analysis of 63 Peace Corps training
units in 48 host institutions measured trainees and programs
using tools evolved from studies of higher education by Stern,
Stein, and Bloom. Measurements of success were final selction
board ratings of trainees, training attrition, and overseas
effectiveness ratings. Program characteristics associated with
effective programs were friendly group interaction, well-rounded
intellectual experience, emphasis on social action, individual
trainee autonomy and responsibilit), and high personal achieve-
ment standards. A number of personal characteristics had differ-
ent effects on success in various phases of evaluation. (Nine
appendixes contaIn detailed measures of the factors studied for
each of the 63 programs). (ja) EDRS order number: ED 011 617,
Price MF-$1.00, HC-$10.52.

39. Stewart, Edward C. and Prule, John B. AN APPROACH TO CULTURAL
SELF-AWARENESS. George Washington Univ. HumRRO. U.S. Dept.
of the Army. December 1966. II pages.

ABSTRACT: Self-awareness, a prominent theme in psychology,
psychiatry, and human relations training, is the subject of this
literature survey. The concept of selfln psychotherapy and hu-
man relations training is unsuitable for application to training
of persons who go overseas as military advisors, Peace Corps
Volunteers, or AID technicians because the dimensions of the self
are not clear. Training emphasizing cultural self-awareness of
other cultures can counteract the trainees' attitudes of American
cultural superiority, facilitate understanding of other cultures,
and lead to better morale for overseas workers. An understand-
ing of the American cultural self can provide bridges for observ-
ing and understanding others' predispositions and behavior. A
first step in developing a training approach is to adopt concepts
to be used in constructing a schemata of American culture with
which the trainees could identify, such as norms of behavior,
values, assumptions, and cognitive forms. (aj) AC 001 141.

40. Stewart, Edward C. SINULATION EXERCISES IN AREA TRAINING. Paper
presented in a symposium at the 1965 Army Human FactorsResearch
and Development Conference. George Washington Univ., Washington,
D.C. HumRRO. September 1967. 11 pages.

ABSTRACT: Special techniques and content are being developed to
supplement current area training programs. Simulation,was chosen
as the technique, and exercises were developed whose_content
emphasized the American culture and the foreign, host culture.
These evolved as a confrontation.between American cultural
assumptions and values and a contrasting. seiv,. cot,ce ived fon ter

training and research purposes only, called contrast American
assumptions and values. When,accopmpanied by appropriate in7,,
troduction and critique, these exercises hold promise of achieving
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their training objectives. CFSTI order number: AD 660 012,
Price MF-$0.65, HC-$3.00.

41. Stewart, Edward C. THE SIMULATION OF CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION.
George Washington Univ. Alexandria, Va. Human Resources Re-
search Office. Presented at the Symposium on International
Communication between Industrial and Developing Countries, Ger-
man Development Inst., Berlin, 28-31 March 1906. Report no.
Professional Paper 50-67. December 1967. 19 pages.

ABSTRACT: The paper describes the development of a cross-cultur-
ai simulation, the idea of the contrast American and the concept-
ualization of cultural differences In -terms of dimensions. The
theories behind these concepts are discussed in depth. Excerpts
are given of recordings made of two simulation encounters between
an American advisor and the contrast American. The intent of the
work in simulation is to (1) increase the American's cultural
self-understanding; (2) provide him with concepts that will aid
him in the observation and classification of other cultures; and
(3) present to him culture and cultural differences at an inter-
personal, rather than an abstract, level. (author). CFSTI or-
der number: AD 665 053, Price MF-$0.65, HC-$3.00.

42. Stewart, Edward C. THE SIMULATION 0F CULTURAL DIFFERENCES. HumRRO
Professional Paper. George Washington Univ., Washirgton, D.C.
U.S. Dept. of the Army. Dec. 1966. 14 pages.

66

ABSTRACT: Culture is apparent in some basic cognitive processes
such as how individuals Jnterpret events, how they form judgments,
and how they artive at decisions. Simulation of cultural dif-
ferences through representation of an American advisor and his
foreign counterpart was developed to prepare Americans for assign-
ments overseas and to conduct research in interpersonal relations.
ROIG playing scenes describe an American, played by a trainee, in
a plausible situation overseas. The role of the counterpart, play-
ed by a trained actor, is manipulated to preseni a "contrast Ameri-
can" culture, a composite, synthetic,culture that is a mirror image
of middle-class America and resembles an existing culture. Simu-
lation as a flexible training technique can be used at the begin-
ning of training for emotional impact or at the end as a final
synthesis of cross-cultural understanding. Research applications
are the generation of concepts and insights into cross-cultural
differences, revelation of concepts deserving of cross-cultural
research, and experimental control of cognitive variables repre-
sented by the oontrast-American. (Reprinted from The Journal of
Communication 16(4)/291-304, Dec. 1966). (aj) AC001 217.
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43. Stolurow, L.M. and others. CRITICAL INCIDENTS WITH'HETERO-CULTURAV
INTERACTIONS. Illinois Univ. Urbana. Training Research Lab-
oratory TR 42 U.S. Dept. of the Navy. Office of Naval Research
Group Psychology Branch. October 1966. 95 pages.

ABSTRACT: A plan was formulated for the preparation of self-
instructional materials to train individuals for heterocultural
interactions, toward the end of developing a sound training
procedure that permitted the objective study of its effective-
ness. The primary objective of these materials is to develop
sensitivity to cultural differences -- the materials must teach
individuals from interpersonal interaction differences to dis-
criminate between their own culture and that of others. The
specific discriminations are less important with this purpose
than the ability to recognize that a cultural difference exists.
Critical incidents of heterocultural interactions represent an
important "raw material" for the development of self-instruction-
al materials. They are samples ot situations which led the re-
porter of the incident to a change in attitude toward a member of
another culture. Consequently, this type of critical incident
has the requisite information for teaching discriminations of the
type that conceivably could transfer to thelearnerls own future
experience. The critical incidents were collected by different
agencies and come from a variety of respondents. They are "raw
material" for the development of the episodes used in the self-
instructional programs called cultural assimiiators. These
incidents have code numbers and are grouped for convenient use.
CFSTI order number: AD 647 760 Price MF-$0.65, HC-$3.00.

44. Textor, Robert B. CULTURAL FRONTIERS OF THE PEACE CORPS. 1966.

379 pages.

'ABSTRACT: The present work contains analyses of Peace Corps
programs in selected host countries (the Philippines, Malaya,
Thailand, Peru, Bolivia, Afghanistan, Somalia, Nigeria, Tan-
ganyika, Sierra Leone, Tunisia, Morocco, and Jamaica) written
by an authority on each country. Coverage of domestic operations
of the Peace Corps is strictly limited to what is necessary to
an understanding of its overseas activities and problems. Each
writer is a social scientist or historian who his had an oppor
tunity to observe volunteers in action in a host Cciutitry. The

unifying theme in all these studies lies in the differ4inces
separating the American culture of the Volunteers from that of
host populations, and in the mutual communication and cooperation
that pass, or should pass, between them. The document includes
a foreword by Margaret Mead, an index, appendixes on the organi-
zation of the Peace Corps and the In-Up-Out principle, and chap-
ter references. It is avaliable for $6.93 from the M.I.T.
Press, Massachusetts institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.
02142. (1y) AC 002 152.
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45. Trail, Thomas F. EDUCATION OF DEVELOPMENT TECHIC1ANS; A GUIDE TO
TRAINING PROGRAMS. 1968. 200 pages.

ABSTRACT: Based on a survey of 150 training syllabuses and inter-
views with training specialists, this study concentrated on train-
ing conducted in the United States for development technicians in
government, voluntary, business, university, and religious agencies
immediately before or soon after the technicians begin work over-
seas. Many major problems were revealed,including the limited
curricula of training agencies, hasty and questionable preparation
of many technicians, scarce training materials, low training pri-
orities assigned by administrators, poor training methods, and the
great diversity of trainee backgrounds and experience. Persons
involved in conducting training agreed that technical and profes-
sional matters, cross-cultural understandings, and developmental
processes are curriculum areas essential to technician preparation.
They also indicated that the following aspects thereof deserve high
training priority; agency philosophy and objectives, agency re-
sources, administration, cultural adjustment, language skills, inter-
cultural relations, institution building, and technological change.
Available from Frederick A. Praeger, Publishers, III Fourth Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10003. (1y) AC 003 657.

46. Triandis, Harry C. and Vassiliou, Vasso A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF
SUBJECTIVE CULTURE. Technical report. Illinois Univ. Urbana
Group Effectiveness Research Lab. Report no. TR-55. Oct. 1967
72 pages.

ABSTRACT: A review of the results obtained when a variety of new
techniques for the analysis of the way a person perceives his so-
cial environment is applred to the comparison of two cultural
groups, reveals some basic similarities in the obtained results.
The various methods give complementary information. The data
were obtained from studies of the subjective culture of Americans
and Greeks. Comparable instruments were administered to the two
cultural groups and the results are presented in terms of the
differences between American and Greek perceptions of social re-
ality. The analysis of subjective culture is likely to help in
the understanding. of transcultural conflict, as well as in the
development of theory concerning interpersonal attitudes, inter-
personal behavior, and conflict resolution. (Author). CFSTi
order number: AD 663 889 Price MF-$0.65, HC-$3.00.

47. Zahn, Jane C. SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF SUCCESSFUL AND LESS SUCCESSFUL
OVERSEAS COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ADVISERS. 1967. 9 pages.

1

68

ABSTRACT: A study was conducted to discover which tests or test
items, if any, could predict competent performance of rural comm-
unity development advisers in Southeast Asia. Seventeen trainees
selected by the Agency for International Development to do comm-
unity development work in Laos and Viet Nam were tested and inter-
viewed. Two years later, their supervisors were asked to rate
their performance. On the basis of supervisors' ratings, the test



and interview scores and ratingi weriKoaiiiAred for ite. successful
and less successful. Only three of eleven test instruments--fhe
Terman Concept Mastery Test, a Religious Concepts Inventory,and
a general questionnaire on preferences, background, and attitudes
--separated the most successful from the least successful. A
cosmopolitan, change-oriented, career-minded, slightly rebell-
ious type of person would seem likely to perform best in rural
development in Southeast Asia. (The document includes tables
and references.) This document appeared in ADULT EDUCATION,
Volume 19, Number 1, Autumn 1967. (ly) AC 001 699.

48. Zinser, Otto IMITATION, MODELING, AND CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING.
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories, Wright-Patterson AFB.
',141y 1966 40 pages.

ABSTRACT: A study of the literature on imitation and modeling
was conducted to aid in development of a modelling training
techinique to accelerate the acquistion of cross-cultural inter-
action skills. The modeling procedure is designed to provide
exemplary behavior to the trainee via videotape recording. The
literature review includes a summary of theoretical positions
that have been formulated, a survey of research in terms of the
variables that have been investigated, and a review of modeling
techniques that have found application. A discussion devoted
to implications for developing a cross-cultural training tech-
nique is also presented. The advantages and disadvantages of
procedures for constructing an effective modeling technique
are examined. The literature reviewed indicated that a modeling
training technique has to date mot been used to aid in the ac-
quisition of cross-cultural interaction skills. It is recommend-
ed that the effectiveness of such a training technique be evalu-
ated. CFSTI order number: AD 642 427. Price MF-$0.65,HC-$3.00.
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FREE INFORMATION CHECKLIST

OSUMMABY LIST OF ERIC DOCbMENT COLLECTIONS AND/OR
USOE INDEX AND ABSTRACT PUBLICATIONS.

I:APPLICATION FOR STANDING ORDER TO SYSTEMATICALLY
RECEIVE ALL .DOCUMENTS IN ERIC MICROFICHE LIBRARY.

EIDATA ON MICROFICHE READERS.

OSUBSCRIPTION FORMS FOR ONLY DOCUMENTS OF ONE OR
MORE OF THE ERIC CLEARING HOUSES CIRCLED mum:

CLEARINGHOUSE OGOE
CULT IttIC1411101 C
COUNSC1.010 &PM !Keyless C

AIMS
Ita,41.11 CISILPINI CPU C VON PS
COITCTHINCII. SPUNISTRVON C
CSUCTIIIMIAL PACILITIIS IP
CIKICTPINIAL MCla N TISCPTI OOOO LU

*NAL CII1 IC
T.T.SC1/INSP. Ta

ORSION PC Co, P.

CLEARINGHOUSE COX
AMISS OOOOO JC
1.11111111V INIIIPILITION SC1 1

1.1010.ASTICI LI.
111840155 PI
PUPAL £111.1CITPIPIAN5.111.1. IICTIPTILS RC
18P1101. PLR OOOOOO ii
SC1CNC SC

051. MI 11
TCCNNIC1.11111.1CTION VT

A001508 ANDLINEC HE

ARANO TOTAL ri
ORDERED BY

TITLE OR DEPT.

BILL TO
ADDRESS
CITY. STATE ZIP

ifatASEt0104LETE atom SHOIMMG LASEL SELOW

WATS/

THIS SPACE FOR EDRS USE.O,NLY ,
uP HC

CK CU 140 CA.
OPM DEP PO .1ICHR
TA X XMP MIN FOR
APPROVED IV

DATE SHIPPED

DATE RECEIVED

HELD 180R

IP TO

ATTENTION
ORDER NO. ULILL212.14/Alre.11,
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HOW TO ORDER

FIND DOCUMENT NUMBERS OF SELECTED DOCUMENTS
PURCHASE USOE INDEX AND ABSTRACT PUBLICATIONS FROM GPO.

MICROFICHE (MF) OR PARDCOPY (FIC)
INDICATE CHOICE BY CHECKING MF OR HC.

NUMBER OF COPIES DESIRED
PRICE OF INDIVIDUAL MICROFICHE (MF)

PRICES PUBLISHED PRIOR TO 1968 ARE INCORRECT USE THIS CONVERSION TABLE TO FIND CURRENT
PRICE.

PREVIOUS

PRICE
CURRENT

PR ICE

PREVIOUS

PR ICE

CURRENT

PRICE
PREVIOUS

PRICE
CURRENT

PRICE
jg .09 jg .25 .63 ji 1.75 ,$ 1 .17 3,25

.18 .so .72 2. 00 1.26 3.50

.27 75 .81 2. 25 1.35 3,75

.36 t.no .90 2.50 1.44 4.00

.45 1.25 .99 2. 75 1.53 4,25

.54 1.50 1.08 3. 00 1.62 4.50

. PRICE OF FACSIMILE HARDCOPY (HC)
ALL PUBLISHED PRICES ARE CORRECT

REMITTANCE
CHECK METHOD OF PAYMENT USED AND SHOW GRAND TOTAL AMOUNT OF THIS ORDER.

TERMS AND ACCEPTANCE

. ORDERS MUST BE COMPLETELY FILLED OUT
INCLUDE ED NUMBERS, M ICR OF ICHE OR HAROOOPY . NUMBER OF COPIES . TAXES AND HANDLING CHARGES .
METHOD OF PAYMENT AND TOTAL AMOUNT. TELEPHONE ORDERS CANNOT BE ACCEPTED.

PAYMENTS
WITH ORDER. UNLESS you HAVE A CREDIT DEPOSIT ACCOUNT OR HAVE AN APPROVED OPEN ACCOUNT
wrni EDRS. NO STAMPS OR =2. PLEASE!

'MINIMUM ORDERS AND DEPOSITS
ADD 50JC HANDLING FEE

PAYMENT MUST, ACCOMPANY ORDERS TOTAL ING LESS THAN $ 5.00.

-MINIMUM DEPOS IT $ 50. QUARTERLY STATEMENTS ONLY.
. ORDERS OUTSIDE USA

ADD 15% SERVICE CHARGE TO TOTAL ORDER
, DELIVERIES

ALLOW 7 DAYS AFTER RECEIPT OF ORDER

. CUSTOMER FORMS AND VOUCHERS
MUST BE SUPPLIED C0111FLETELY FILLED OUT.
is 3. 00 .

, QUALITY WARRANTY
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THE CHARGE FOR EDRS TO COMPLETE SUCH FORMS

NCR/EDRS WILL REPLACE PRODUCTS RETURNED BECAUSE OF REPRODUCTION DEFECTS OR INCOMPLETE
NESS IF THEY ARE RETURNED PREPAID WITHIN 10 DAYS.


